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MATH TEAM WINS- Members of the Murray High School math
team which won the Regional Mathematics Contest include (top
photo, from left, front row) Ricky Rogers, Gary Galloway, Rusty
Wright, Tracey Beyer, James Phillips, Kim Greer, Erin O'Brien,
Charles Cella, (second row) Ron Kahlenberg, Robert Lyons, Brad
McNutt, Doug Story,Jimmy West,Steve Beyer, Michael D. Wilkms,L,
Bill Smith, Jimmy Armstrong and Samir Mahfoud.(Bottom photo)
Individual winners included Cella, Beyer, Mahfoud, West and
Armstrong.
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Commander warns time running out

British fleet nears Falklands
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By The Associated Press
The British war fleet neared the
Falkland Islands today, and its
commander warned the Argentines that time is running out.
Most British papers predicted an
attack on the islands "within
days."
"South Georgia was the appetizer," said Rear Adm. John
Woodward aboard the Royal Navy
carrier Hermes. "Now this is the
heavy punch coming up behind ...
This is the run-up to the big match
which, in my view, should be a
walkover."
Press Association, Britain's

domestic news agency, said
British government sources indicated British commando teams
would be landed on the Falklands
for reconnaissance missions by
Wednesday, But British military
experts told The Associated Press
they did not expect a major landing for at least two weeks, until
the 1,500 Royal Marines aboard
the British task force are reinforced by some 3,000 commandos and
paratroopers en route to the South
Atlantic.
Argentina's ruling military junta claimed early today that its
forces on South Georgia were-con-

tinuing to fight and said the
British announcement that Argentine troops there had surrendered
were "absolutely false."
The British Defense Ministry
denied a report in the Times of
London that a commando team
had already landed in the
Falklands to pick a landing site
for an invasion.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher told the House of Commons
Britain's recapture of South
Georgia Island Sunday "in no way
alters" her desire for a peaceful
settlement with Argentina. But
she warned repeatedly that "time

is very short" and said in a television interview Monday night, "It's
obvious you simply cannot go on
sitting there forever."
British defense analysts said the
war fleet's next step probably
would be an air blockade around
the Falklands archipelago, 250
miles off the Argentine coast, to
cut off supplies and reinforcements to the estimated 9,000
troops Argentina put ashore there
after seizing the British colony on
April 2.
In Washington, Argentine
Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa
Mendez asked the Organization of
American States to demand that
Britain withdraw its fleet from the
South Atlantic, while Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said
the withdrawal of Argentine
troops from the Falklands in accordance with the U.N. Security
Council resolution adopted April 3
system for orthopedic surgery and in several activities. On Sunday, is -the surest guide to a peaceful
'a portable X-ray machine. The May 9, dedication ceremonies for settlement."
The OAS meeting gave Costa
medical staff gave input to and ap- the Mason Memorial Medical Arts
proved the medical expense Building, Houston Memorial Mendez a prolonged standing ovabudget.
Library and Hugh L. Houston tion, in which Haig did not join,
Long
Term Care Unit are schedn1-$ but did not even applaud the
Non-medical expenses include
computerization of pharmacy ed. The employee awards banquet American secretary of state.
Costa Mendez said Sunday night
recordkeeping and billing, and will be Tuesday, May 11, and a
television equipment to enhance special section in the Murray that Argentina _was suspending
patient' education. Department. Ledger 8r Times will be released peace' negotiations with gritain
because of the British attack on
Thursday, May 13.
heads gave approval the budget.
South Georgia, but U:S. officials
Purchases will be spread
A wellness program, including said Haig is still hopeful a
throughout the year,Poston said.
exercise classes, has been started diplomatic solution can be arrangConcerning pending litigation for hospital employees. If it is suc- ed. President Reagan in a speech
involving liquidated damages cessful, it will be expanded to the Monday said the U.S. mediation
from the hospital building pro- public.
effort would continue because
gram, Poston said no progress has
A resolution was sent to Louise "the search for peace is the surest
been made and declined further Swann, retired board member,for
way to preserve all that we
comment on the issue.
her years of service to the cherish."
In conjunction with National hospital. The board also welcomHospital Week May 9-15, Poston ed her replacement, Donna
said the hospital will be involved Jackson,to the group.

Hospital board approves
$360,000 expenses budget
A capital expense budget of
$360,000 for fiscal year 1982-83 was
approved Monday by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Board.
According to Administrator
Stuart Poston, the budget is well
under the $550,000 figure budgeted
for erpeirscb -However,---4r the
year progresses, purchases may
be changed or added. •
Expenses were broken down,into medical and non-medical with
both lists receiving approval from
the board's budget committee.
Some of the major equipment
planned to be purchased includes
balloon pump for heart attack victims, telemetery monitor, nonevasive blood pressure pump and
defibrillator, all to be located in
the intensive care unit-critical
care unit. The budget also allows
for a gas sterilizer, television

sunny, pleasant

Library volunteers complete
'Spring Potpourri'calendar
Murray math team
wins region contest
won a $300 scholarship for third
place in the comprehensive exam
while Tracey Beyer won a $100
scholarship for fifth place.
The team has placed either first
or second in the annual competition for eight straight years. ,
Marshall County placed second.
Anna-Jonesboro, Ill., was third in
the 26-team event. Sponsor of the
math team is Mrs. Brenda Maddox.

The Murray High School math
.team won the regional
mathematics contest sponsored
by Murray State University and
the Ken-Lake Council of Teachers
of Mathematics.
Individual honors went to
Charles Cella, first, geometry;
Jimmy Armstrong, second,
algebra H; and Jimmy West,
fourth, algebra II. Samir Mahfoud

The calendar of events for the
May 1 "Spring Potpourri," sponsored by the Public Library
Volunteers, Friends, Staff, and
community people has been completed.
The occasion is primarily planned for non-professional artists to
show their work framed and on
easels or entering their work in
the area of "clothesline art."
Some of the work will be chosen to
be exhibited in the library during
the month of May. Persiins may
still register for the art showing
by filling out a registration form
at the library circulation desk.
The gardens and patios in the
back of the library building is the
setting for the event. Local florists

Reagan may testify in trial
-.-

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
government prosecutor said today
that President Reagan may
testify in the trial of John W. Hinckley Jr., accused of trying to
assassinate the president nearly
13 months ago.
About 90 prospective jurors
passed through airport-style
metal detectors to enter an ornate, 200-seat ceremonial courtroom in U.S. District Court where
jury selection began this morning
for Hinckley's trial.
As Hinckley began the day in

•

the windowless, heavily guarded
cell in the courthouse basement,
law enforcement officers, some
accompanied by bomb-sniffing
dogs, patrolled the hallways
upstairs and the sidewalks outside.
Everyone who passed through
the two pedestrian entrances to
the building, including courthouse
employees, walked through metal
detectors. Those entering the
courtroom used for jury selection
passed through a second metal
detector and had their belongings
scanned by a portable X-ray
machine.

Television crews and still
photographers stood vigil outside
the courthouse, hoping to catch a
glimpse of attorneys arriving for
the trial, which is expected to last
for at least a month.
Hinckley, 26, the son of a
wealthy Colorado oil executive, is
being tried for the March 30, 1981,
shootings of Reagan, White House
press secretary James Brady,
Secret Service agent Timothy McCarthy yid Washington
policeman Thomas Delahanty.
A 13-count indictment charges
him with attempting to kill the „
(Continued On Page 2)

Circuit clerk lists May jurors
Harold Mohundro, Rt.8 Box 560,
Prospective jurors for the May Daily, 1614 Sycamore, Marsha
term of Calloway Circuit Court Dale, 1606 Wiswell Rd., Debbie Geraldine Myers, Rt. 1, Hazel,
have been drawn by Circuit Clerk Darnell, Rt. 4 Box 126, E.W. Den- Tom Stokes Padgett, Rt. 1 Box 58,
Ann P. Wilson.
nison, 1802 Gatesborough, Kaye David Palmer, Rt. 1, Almo,
Jurors are to report at 9 a.m. Dillon, Box 395, Marty 0. Erwin, William Pratt, Gen. Del., Hazel,
Monday, May 3, in the Robert 0. Rt. 1 Hazel, Carolyn Fain, Rt. 7 Marilyn Rule, Rt. 1 Box 117,
Miller Courthouse Annex, Wilson Box 380,Sue Fairless, 207 No. 13th, Kirksey, A.C. Sanders, 1101
said.
Margaret Franklin, 1502 Meadow Lane, Tommy R.
Sanders, Brookhaven Dr., Billie
Those drawn are:
Keenland.
Fairia Alexander, Diuguid
Jim -Greer, 1533 Oxford Dr., W. Shelton, Rt. 2, Hazel, Gary
Drive 8E, Muriel Baar, 1806 Col- O.L. (Pete) Henson, Rt. 8 Box, Smotherman, Rt. 5, Lynn H.Stout,
lege Farm goad, Linda R. Blake- .1220, Naomi Hewitt, 1113 Shame, 803 Olive St., Shelby Suiter, 1610
ly, Rt. 4 Box 21, Carol Boaz, Rt. 3, Charlene Holsapple,E1-2 Box 154- Parklane.
Box 433, Ralph Bogard,2200 Edin- 3, Hazel, Sheila E. James, Rt. 1,
Ella Van Tidwell, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Hazel, M4ItonJones, Box 443, J, C. Margaret Trevathan,804 So: web2,
borough, Jane Boyd-, -1741
Windsor Tripp,' 806 Bagwe,I1,
Magnolfa Dr., Eual Bray, Rt. 1, Kemp, 2508 Coldwater. Road, Sue
Peggy Butterworth, 1807 Green- ,Kennedy, 807 Sharpe, Thomas Nelson Waldrop, Rt. 4 _Box 92-A,.
Kind, 1805 Sherry Lane, Gene Juliet C. Wallis, 810 Olive, Robert
brier, Buddy Bybee, Rt. 8, Katie
Charlton, Rt. 4, H.E. Chrisman, - Paul King, 1568 Belmont Dr., I,. Waters, Rt. 4 Box 24, George
Mary Anna McCuiston,- 2006
Wilson, Rt. 5 Box 244, Kerry R.
814 North 20th.
Charles B. Cook, Rt. 1, Hazel, Gatesboro, Martha McDonald, Wykt, Rt. 1, Steve Zea, Rt. 2, Box
155.
Marjorie, 1003 Main St., Cherly 2212 Gatesboro.
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and landscapers are contributing
flowers, shrubs, and trees to further enhance the area for its spring appearance. The back loading
dock of the main library is
designated as the stage area for
the scheduled entertainment.
The Mental Health Adult Care
Center will set up an area to sell
helium-filled balloons and host a
continuous showing of children
films with proceeds going toward
their ongoing program. The senior
Citizens Organization will have
some bedding plants for sale. The
Murray High French Club will offer refreshments of fruit tarts,
croque-monsieurs, madeleines,
quiche and a wide variety of
drinks. The Library Volunteers
will sponsor a homemade bread
sale with proceeds going toward
support of the Library Antique
Photograph Collection.
The event is open to the public
this Saturday, May 1, between the
hours of 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. All ages
will enjoy the planned festivities,

which include:
10-12 Methodist Church Clowns
- Mingling through crowd
10:30-11:30 Community Theatre
Children's Company performance
11:30- Zuzuki Violin Children's
Solos and group performance
12- Connie Ottway - Violin performance
12:30- Clowns Performance
12:30- Brownie Troop 556 Song and Dance
1-2 Murray Jazz Quartet Concert (Don Story, Marie Taylor,
Chuck Simon,and Elmo Reed)
2- "The Magic of Magic," by
Dorothy Norris & LH
2:30-3:30 Community Theatre
Children's Company Encore performance
3- Songs of Appalachia - Molly
Ross
3:30- Potpourri of Music
4:30- "Kentucky Derby"- Arts
Annex
In case of inclement weather,
the events will be scheduled in the
Library and in the Arts Annex.

The Murray Woodwind Quintet
will present a recital at 6:45 p.m.
Thursday in Farrell Recital Hall
in Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
at Murray State University.
Personnel include Leslie
Welker, flute; Joyce Lyles, oboe;
Ray Smith, bassoon; Eldon
Matlick, horn; and Don Story,
clarinet.
Welker received her BME
degree from Appalacian State
University. She played with. the
Ashville Symphony and is presently second flute with the Paducah
Symphony. Lyles received her
BME degree from Murray State
and has been active in area performances. She is second oboeEnglish horn in the Paducah Symphony.
A member of the Murray State
department of music, Smith
received his BME from Brigham
Young liniversity and an MM
from Indian University. He also is
-doctoral candidate at Iacllaan
Matlick performs. in recitals
regularly with Owensboro and
Paducah Symphonys. Holder of a
BME from Eastern Kentucky
University and MM from Indiana,
Matlick is a DM candidate in
brass pcdagory at Indiana.
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One Section-12 Pages
10
Aces
10, 11
Classifieds
10
Comics
10
Crosswords
5
Dear Abby
4
Dr. Lamb
Garrott's Galley
3
5
Horoscope
4,5
Murray Today
12
Obituaries
3
Perspective
8,9
Sports

TO PERFORM - The Murray Woodwind Quintet will present a
recital Thursday in Farrell Recital Hall. Members of the quintet are
(from left) Leslie Welker, Don StorYtEldon Matlick, Ray Smith and
4_17cf.14.1_
04.
- __
- Story played with the Wichita "Quintet for Wind Instruments,
Symphony t. hestra for 12 years Op. 24, No. 2," Paul Hindemith;
before coming to Murray State; "Divertissement for Woodwind
He received his BME and MM Quintet," Gerald Hartley;
degrees from Wichita State "Quintet in E Minor, Op. 67, No.
2," Fran; Danzi; and "Trois
University.
The program will include Pieces Breves," Jacques lbert.
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today's index

Murray Woodwind Quintet
to present recital Thursday
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Today partly sunny and pleasant with highs in the mid 00s.
Winds from the north at 10 to 15
miles an hour. Tonight fair with
lows in the low to mid 40s.
North winds around 10 miles an
hour. Wednesday sunny with
highs again in the mid 60s.
Winds from the north at round
10 miles an hour.
Thursday through Saturday:
Fair with a warming trend.
Highs will be in the mid to upper 60s Thursday, warming to
the low to mid 70s by Saturday.
Lows will be in the low to upper
40s Thursday and in the upper
40s to low 50s Friday and Saturday.
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Commercial banks continue trend,
lower interest rates on certificates
By The Associated Press
The interest rate on six-month
savings certificates sold by commercial banks and savings institutions fell today to 13.015 percent, a
drop that coincided with broad
declines in many other kinds of interest rates.
The new rate paid on the certificates, sold in minimum
denominations of $10,000, was
determined at the government's
Monday auction of Treasury bills.
It was the second straight drop
and compared with the previous
week's 13.165 percent.
The lower rate means savers
will earn less on the certificates
while the banks and savings institutions get some relief from the
high cost of attracting and retaining depositors. Financial institutions generally lower their lending
rates when their cost of acquiring
funds declines.
The government's auction of
Treasury bills also set a new rate
for 242-year savings certificates.
Savings institutions may pay as

much as 14.1 percent starting to-day and commercial banks are
allowed to pay 13.85 percent.
Those sligkt declines are considered helpful for the economy.
But much larger drops are needed
before the economy can begin
recovering from recession, many
economists believe.
Three-month savings certificates, approved last month by
the federal Depository Institutions
Deregulation Committee and
available for the first time Saturday, will pay a rate somewhat
lower than the six-month certicates.
Savings and loans will be able to
offer the certificates at 12.469 percent. Commercial banks will be
able to offer the certificates at
12.219 percent. The rates will
change next Tuesday.
The latest corporate earnings
reports show 1982's first quarter
was devastating to many companies.
American Motors Corp.
reported a $51 million loss for the

Latest auction alters
interest paid by banks

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Beginning today, banks and savings and
loans may pay as much as 13.015
percent interest on six-month
money market.certificates, down
from,the previous 13.165 percent.
Alsopeginning today,S&Ls may
pay as much as 14.1 percent and
banks -88- much as 13.85 percent interest on 242-year
"small-saver" certificates.
The new returns stem'from the
government's lastest auction of
Treasury bills. About $4.7 billion
in six-month bills were auctioned
Monday. at an average discount
rate of 12.64 percent, down from
the 12.71.9 percent of last week.
The government also sold about
$4.7 billion in three-month bills at
an average rate of 12.469 percent,
down from the 12.497 percent of
last week.
Interest on the $10,000minimum-deposit six-month certificates is limited to one-quarter

point above the higher of two
figures: Monday's yield on sixmonth T-bills or the average yield
on such bills at theAour most recent auctions. In this case the
four-week average of 12.765 percent was higher.
.
Beginning Saturday, S&Ls may
pay-as-much er..12-.-469 pereflelK;;,,;
terest and commercial banks as
much as 12.219 percent on new
three-month savings certificates,
which require a $7,500 minimum
deposit.
Rates on those certificates,
recently approved by federal
regulators and available for the
first time on Saturday, are linked
to yields on three-month 1-bills in
Monday's auction.
In a fourth account category,
tax-exempt, one-year All Savers
Certificates issued by May 15 will
pay 10.37 percent interest -when
held to maturity. That rate will
change again May 16.

first quarter and General Motors
Corp. said its first-quarter profit
tumbled 33 percent from a year
earlier. For AMC,the quarter was
the eighth in a row in which it lost
money.
Two major airlines reported net
losses for the first quarter.
Western Airlines, with a $10.8
million loss, and Northwest
Airlines, which lost $17.9 million,
both cited the effects of the recession and fare wars.
The oil industry also has taken a
beating.
Getty Oil Co. said its profit fell
29 percent. While 'most big oil
companies are showing similar
declines for the first quarter,
some are reporting improvement.
Atlantic Richfield Co., which was
helped by higher production at its
Alaska North Slope oil fields, said
profits rose 5 percent. Union Oil
Co. of California reported a 9 percent increase.
In other economic
developments Monday:
—President Reagan told the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce he
would be "willing to look at additional revenue sources" in the
search for a budget compromise,
but not if they mean retreating
from the income tax cuts already
scheduled for this summer and
next.
— The European Economic
Community reported that
Europe's steel production fell 3.1
percent in March, as Japan announced that its steel exports to
the United States fell.15 percent in
the fiscAl year ended March 31. In
New York, the Americar.1 Iron and
—Steel Inftlityt -n,n- industry trade
MEANEST DOG ON THE BLOCK % — The sign is more intimidating than the puppy It cautions about.
group, reported that U.S. steel
production fell 0.8 percent in the Diake's owners, Richard and Judy Weiss, put up the sign to poke fun at their landlord who banned the puppy
week ended April 24 compared from the couple's apartment.
with a week earlier.
(AP Laserphoto)

Economists studyfederal use of taxes
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A hypothetical family of four
with an income of $25,000 faces a
federal tax bill of almost $7,000 for
the current fiscal year, a new
study shows.
The figures come from the Tax
Foundation Inc., a non-profit
research group in Washington,
D.C., which keeps track of the
taxes Americans pay.
Foundation economists regularly look at the federal budget and
calculate how the government
spends an individual taxpayer's
dollars, using a hypothetical family with one working spouse, two
children and an annual income
near the median for all U.S.
families.
There are lots of numbers involved, but it's worthwhile to

wade through them to learn where ly's income; by 1982, the federal
your money goes.
bite had risen to about 28 percent.
For the the latest study, the
The increase in the hypothetical
economists used a family with an family's income over the five-year
annual income of $25,000. They period was 66 percent; the infound that such a family would crease in the tax bill was 74 perhave a federal tax bill of $6,916 for cent. Income levies accounted for
fiscal 1282 — the year that began 37 percent of the tax bill in 1977
last Oct. 1. Federal income taxes and 40 percent in 1982; Social
would account for $2,771 of the tax Security taxes accounted for 22
bill, Social Security would account percent in 1977 vs. 24 percent in
for $1,675 and indirect taxes like 1982; and indirect taxes accounted
excise levies and corporate in- for 41 percent in 1977 and 36 percome taxes would add up to $2,470. cent in 1982.
Five years ago, the economists
Most people think of taxes in
used a family with an income of terms of the calendar year — from
$15,000 and found that such a fami- Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 — but the
ly had a.federal tax bill of $3,975. economists based their calculaFederal income taxes accounted tions on the fiscal year — from
for $1,459; Social Security taxes Oct. 1 to Sept. 30 — since that is
for $878; and indirect taxes for the period used by the government
$1,635.
for budgetary purposes.
In 1977, the federal tax bill
The biggest chunk of the money
equaled 2642 percent of the fami- — then and now — goes for what is

called income security, including
Social Security payments, welfare
benefits, etc. Income security accounted for about 32 percent of the
family's tax bill in 1977 and about
33 percent in 1982.
National defense was the second
biggest spending category in both
years. It accounted for 231
/
2 percent of the tax bill in 1977 and just
under 25 percent today.
There have been shifts in other
areas of spending over the past
five years. Interest on the national
debt accounted for about 9 percent
of the family's tax bill in 1977 and
was in fourth place. Today, interest is in third place, accounting
for 13 percent of the tax bill.
(Health, which was third on the
list five years ago has slipped to
fourth place; in both 1977 and 1982
it accounted for a little more than
9 percent of the tax bill.)

Budget negotiators blaming each other
FIRE DEPARTMENT AWARDS — The Murray Fire Department
presented two citizens with awards "through exemplary actions
taken April 17 to assist in the extinguishment of a hostile fire prior to
the arrival of the fire department." William Briggs (leftrused an extinguisher while Barry Herndon (second from right) shut down
gasoline pumps and turned off the electricity after a motorist knocked over a gasoline pump at the Amoco station at 12th and Glendale
Streets. Chief James Hornbuckle (second from left) and Fire Marshal Phil Owens presented the awards.

By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
budget talks between the White
House and Congress grinding to a
halt, administration officials and
House Democrats are blaming
each other for failure to reach a
bipartisan compromise.
"The American people should
be relieved and delighted to know
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that (President Reagan) doesn't
have any plans to waver and wobble and feebly cave in to calls for
expediency under the guise of
compromise," said Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan, a
negotiator.
Negotiator.. Rep. James R.
Jones, D-Okla., replied, "If the
president is rigid in the view that
no significant change is necessary
in his economic program, then
there is no hope for compromise."
A flurry of charges Monday
preceeded what may be the final
stages of the talks. Negotiators
were expected to meet again

Local hospital
public relations
award winner
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has won an award in the
1982 "Run for the Winners Circle"
Annual Kentucky Hospital
Association/Kentucky Society for
Hospital Public Relations Awards
Contest.
The entry was submitted by
Kathy M. Hodge, hospital public
relations director, in the annual
awards program which is designed to honor outstanding public
relations _programs produced by
hospitals in Kentucky.
The award will he presented at
the Annual Public Relations
Awards Luncheon on May 4, held
conjunction with the Kentucky
1 -Alsormtion- :iirrt A rinu'al
ConventiOn May 3-5: at the Galt
!loose in Louisville. by Kaye
-Lasater. "director of public relations of the North Carolina
Ilospdal Association, who judged
Illy contesf ailing with the North
Carolina Swirly for I bimodal
1011,

privately late today at the White
House.
As the month-long talks progressed, sources reported the
negotiators moved from hope of
reaching a detailed compromise
on Reagan's embattled budget to
an attempt last week instead to
settle for broad targets. Now,
there are doubts that agreement
can be achieved on general
targets for tax increases and spending cuts.
If the talks collapse or end inconclusively, that would mean the
Republican majority in the Senate
and the Democratic-controlled
House would begin work quickly
on their own alternatives to the
unpopular spending plan Reagan
submitted to Congress Feb.8.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., who has
maintained an upbeat public
stance on the budget talks,
acknowledged Monday that he
was "somewhat discouraged" by
the situation.
Sources who asked not to be
quoted by name said Monday that
the negotiators have given up talk-

ing about a possible change in the
7.4 percent Social Security cost-ofliving increase scheduled for July.
Sources said without the Social
Security reduction, the most recent worksheet prepared for
negotiators projected a 1983
deficit of between $100 billion and
$110 billion.
Proposals to change the annual
cost-of-living increase for Social
Security and other benefit programs have been at the heart of
many proposals to reduce budget
deficits for the next several years.
However, the president and
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr., D-Mass., have opposed a
Social Security change.
Both Reagan and O'Neill spoke
Monday about the budget talks.
The president told a U.S.
Chamber of Commerce meeting in
Washington he was "willing to
look at additional revenue
sources,so long as they are not inconsistent with the tax incentive
measures for individuals and
business that we adopted last
year."

Hinckley

•••(Continued From Page 1)

president; assault on a federal officer; use of a firearm during
commission of a federal offense;
assault with intent to kill while
armed; assault with'a dangerous
weapon; _assault on a police officer and carrying a pistol without
a license.
Hinckley, Ii one-time drifter;
has. admitted ._Kpii4ititlitw, the
crimeig;irtitch
tireimprisonment, but contends be is
innocent by reason of insanity.
The tight security has not escaped
his notice.
2.1'he--mp1esurs they go to in
arder to protect me are simply
•Liggerine." Hinckley •wrote in
response to a newm magazine's

written questions. "I feel like the
president myself with' my own
retinue of bodyguards. We both
wear bullet-proof vests now."
Twenty-four hours before the
scheduled start of the trial,
authorities installed the security
equipment and began enforcing
some of the stringent measures
that '.'24! 1-,iftwifeetanuthe came;expirdeil to Lat at leastm *a-MM.
Kveryone entering the building.
including courthouse employees.
were required to Walk through a
metal detector and have their
belongings searched. Normally
employees. maw. reporters and
others with vecial identification
can avoid the screening process.
V
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Last weekend was what you would
call a moving weekend — Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, Cathryn and I
were on the move.
It started Friday when we helped
L.D. Miller, Buddy Hewitt and Sal
Matarazzo host the trustees of the
Murray State Universty Foundation
at a barbecue luncheon in the new
and partially constructed 2,500square-foot pro shop on the university's Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course on the Pottertown Road.
Afterwards the trustees were
treated to a bus tour of the 18-hole
layout. They were pleasantly surprised and expressed great amazement
at the work already done on the
course. It is scheduled to open
Memorial Day, 1983.
All 18 fairways have been cut out,
graded and contoured to architects'
specifications. All the greens have
been completed with exception of
sprigging or planting the bent grass
which will go on them. Drainage
systems are in all the greens, and the
fairway irrigation system is in and
hooked up to the pumps at the two
wells dug for those sources_ofwater.
The sandtraps, of which there are 53,
are dug, drained and need only the
gleaming white sand to be put into
them to be ready.
The contractors, dividing their
time between the new Murray course
and one they have just begun in Pennsylvania, are scheduled back in town May 10 to begin regrading of the
now-settled ground as well as rainwashed areas and getting the grass
started on the fairways and greens.
•••
Two phases of the project are complete — a spacious building in which
to house maintenance equipment and
the teaching practice range, or driving range as they are generally
known.
The range has a two-level tee,
shaped like a quarter-moon and
something Ike 100 yards from side to
side. It has room to accommodate a
slug of student golfers. The landing
area is 350 yards deep. Anyone who
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nits a ball farther than that wouldn't
gripe about going into the creek at
the bottom of the hill.
It has been exciting to me, personally, getting to see the course
develop — from the evening L.D.
called me to his home and told me
that he planned to give a 173-acre
farm to Murray State to be made into
a golf course primarily for the campus community, through the selection of the architects and the awarding of the construction contract to
the point where the course is today.
••
.
Saturday night, we were among
some 450 folks at the annual alumni
banquet, held this year in the West
Kentucky Livestock Exposition
Center and billed as a "roundup."
Most everybody showed up in some
kind of western attire. Checkered
tablecloths were on all the tables,
which had been set up on black
plastic covering the dirt floor of one
half of the spacious arena.
There.was plenty of room for parking, plenty of room between tables
and the lines moved swiftly through
the buffeLserving areas as 'plateswere piled high with West Kentucky
barbecue, barbecued chicken, potato
salad, baked beans; copped salad, a
dessert choice of cherry or pecan pie
and a big Coke.
There were no long speeches, just
the standard introductions of alumni
board members, a couple of vicepresidents and five of the.university's six academic deans as well as
the Class of 1932, which was observing its Golden Anniversary.
Then they got down to business,
presenting the three new
Distinguished Alumni — Dr. John C.
Quertermous of Murray, Air Force
Reserve Brig. Gen. Billy Morgan of
Benton and Alex Harvey, the Murray
graduate who has made it big acting
and writing songs in Hollywood.
They they honored the faculty and'
staff members who have completed
25 years at the university — Harvey
Elder, Vernon Shown, Bill Fergerson, Wilson Gantt and Paul Lynn.
Next came the big annual surprise

announcement of the 1982 winner of one
hope they will have another
the Distinguished Professor Award "roundup"
next spring. There were
— Dr. Howard Giles of the depart- wester
n get-ups from big 10-gallon
ment of economics. After that, it was Stetson
s to saloon gamblers' black
the installation of new officers and an string
ties and black suits. Can't you
exhibition of riding in the other end of visuali
ze a big contest next year for
the arena by the university's advanc- tbe best
we-stern-dressed folks there!
ed riding horsemanship class.
•••
•••
It was Harvey, though, who put the
Sunday afternoon, we went out to
icing on what already was a
beautifully-restored Wrather West
delightful and relaxed evening. Kentucky 'Muse
um on the Murray
Dressed in jeans, sportshirt, a light campus to
view the exhibition of
vest and a white Sigma Chi cap, he
original watercolors by the late Ivan
sang two of his newest, yet unpublishWilson.
ed songs, as well as his most famous
Mr. Wilson, whom I was privileged
one,"Delta Dawn."
to meet, died a couple years ago. He
In responding to his award, he paid
was a native of Calloway County out
an emotional tribute to Dick Farrell, east of
Hazel. For many years, he
the retired chairman of the music
was chairman of the art department
department.
at Western Kentucky University at
"I came to the campus as a poor
Bowling Green, and the big new art
boy from Heywood County, Tenn.," building up
there is named for him.
he said. "I wanted to play a valve
Among those present was histrembone in the band and applied for
brother-in-law, W.C. Allbritton, who
a scholarship. It was Doc Farrell who
lives on the State Line Road east of
interviewed me, and , I guess, saw
Hazel. M. Wilson's wife, Emma,
something in that poor Tennessee
was Mr. Allbritton's sister. He told
country boy besides dirt under his
me a good story.on Mr. Wilson.
fingernails'. I -alwalis will be grateful
It seems that Mr. Wilson was out
to Doc for that.
one afternoon running his favorite
•••
dog, a red Irish setter, when they
As he left the podium, Harvey
came upon an automobile accident
paused at Farrell's table to give the
across the fence on the highway. The
retired chairman a bearlike hug. smashed up
cars and a few people
Teachers say that's what it is all
were still there, but the injured parabout — knowing that you in some
ties had been taken to the hospital.
small way have influenced the life of
As he was looking around, Mr.
someone who went on to greater
Wilson is said to have noticed his dog
things.
just about the time it gulped as if
Alex, a fraternity brother of our
eating or swallowing something. He
No. 1 son,Steve,and at Murray at the
walked over and checked but didn't
same time, was gracious enough to see anything
particular.
write a brief, warm note to Steve on a
Before he and the dog left,
copy of the program to be sent to him
however, a police car. came racing
in Troy, Ala.
up. An officer jumped out and started
With Alex was his sister and a
hastily searching one g the wrecked
fellow whom he introduced as his
vehicles. It seems one of the injured
best friend — former University of
people had lost an ear when his head
Texas Longhorn football coach Dar- smashed into
the windshield, and the
ryl Royal, who very inconspicuously
doctors had sent the officer to get it
sat through the proceedings with his so they could sew
it back on.
wife and young son. That's when I
Mr. Wilson never did know for
learned what the white caps with the
sure, Mr. Allbritton said, but he
big red "T"on the front represented.
always strongly suspected that his
It was just a fun evening, and I for
dog had eaten that fellow's ear.
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Gcolf coursing, alumni fraternizing
and art exhibit make a busy weekend

Drunk driving trial of Boston attorney F..Lee
Bailey is coming close to a legal three—ring circus.
, The-eurious line-tip- each-morning,seeking torobtain a seat in the San Francisco courtroom where
the trial is progressing. There are large numbers of
attorneys and law students among the spectators,
hoping to pick up tips on "courtroom decorum."
The trial is being videotaped for posterity, andtwo law students, under supervision, are helping
with the prosecution.
Bailey was stopped in San Francisco after he ran
a red light. He was given a field sobriety test, then
taken to the station where he refused any of the
chemical tests that measure blood alcohol content.
Bailey and his attorney are using all sorts of legal
maneuvers to instill reasonable doubt. The defendent and other witnesses have indicated the arresting officer might have been drinking and was
rough and abusive in his arrest tactics. Bailey, in
testifying about the arresting officer, said, "I
thought I had a pyschopath on my hands."
To show that he was sober when arrested, Bailey
ingested the same amount of alcohol he said he had
consumed in the period before his arrest. Then his
blood alcohol was checked and it was determined at
no time did it reach a point that his driving would
have been impaired.
What drunk driving defendant wouldn't like to
present evidence of that nature': The trial smacks
more of show business than the real world. It is turning the serious problem of drunk driving into a
travesty of justice. It isn't making any good marks
for the legal profession.

WALTER L. A PPERSON, President &
Publisher
R. GENE MCCUTCHEON,Editor
MATT SANDERS,News Editor
RICK ORR,Advertising Manager
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Drinking
and the law
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Congratulations to the Murray Woman's Club on
its 75th anniversary year. The unveiling of the oil
painting of the club house by Dr. Charles Patterson
was a highpoint of the Sunday celebration.
The club hes been a part of the Murray community since it was organized and became a part of the
Kentucky Federation in 1907.
Many honors have come to the civic club including the recent sweepstakes award for the
scrapbook giving a review of the activities of the
club for the past year.
This award was made possible through the
cooperation of each member of the 10 departments
of the club. Each department chairman and officers
work in cooperation with the general club officers
for an effective club program.
The limestone rock club house erected on land
donated by the Barnett sisters has been an asset for
the community. The stone was donated by the late
Mrs. G.B.Scott,a past president of the club.
We salute the Murray Woman's Club on its 75th
anniversary and commend the club for having the
largest membership in the Kentucky Federation
and for the many accomplishments this year and in
years past.
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Honoring
Woman's Club

Ten years ago
Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten had been named as
secretary of the year and Dr. Ralph H. Woods as
boss of the year at executive night banquet of Murray Chapter of National Secretaries Association
April 26 at Holiday Inn.
Murray High School Stage Band had received
first place division rating at University of Tennessee at Martin. Members include Butch Gardner,
Jan Clark, Kip Mason, Melonie Beal, Betty Jo
Ward, Emily Belote, Scott Willis, Karen McClure,
Mike Conner, Raylene Burris, Marsha Fielder,
Penny Terhune, Tim Philpot, Laurie Beatty, Don
Jones, John McKee, Sarah Sams, Jeff Woods, Eli
Alexander, John Whitmer, Gene Baker, Randy
Starks,Kenny Collins and Carol Jewell.
Twenty years ago
James L. Johnson,executive secretary of Murray
Chamber of Commerce, had announced annual
clean-up, paint-up, fix-up campaign to run from
April 25 to May 2.
Elected as officers of Murray Women's Bowling
Association were Jo Williams, Betty Scott, Gladys
Etherton and Janie Knight.
Thirty years ago
The Citizens Health Committee of Calloway County was continuing its efforts to raise Calloway's
quota of $10,000 toward the building of $60,000 health
unit here.
Murray High School students who had received
superior ratings at Kentucky Music Festival at
Bowling Green were Tommy Doran,Shirley Chiles,
Margaret Ruth Atkins, Joe Tarry and Buddy Farris. The Girls Chorus also received a superior
rating.
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By Ken wolf
Democracy, we profess to believe,
is an enlightened form of government, because it gives men a
women the right to help dete
how they shall be ruled.
In the mind of the great American
non-conformist, Henry David
Thoreau (1817-1862), democracy was
far from perfect. Among other
things, democracy promoted conformity, and hindered true individualism. In his words:
There will never be a really
free and enlightened State until
the State comes to recognize
the individual as a higher and
independent power,from which
all its own power and authority
are derived, and treats him accordingly.

letter to the editor
Dear Editor;
I want to thank the Ledger for printing my letter last week. The feedback was heartwarming and encouraging. Of the more than thirty
direct responses, only 4...one was
negative. The responses were almost
equally divided between city and
rural residents. It is good to know
that I am not alone in my concern for
our community.
A writer would have a heyday
writing a book about Murray. On the
surface our community is beautiful
and serene, richly blessed by God.
But underneath that surface we are a
close proximity to Ireland. Except
we good Christians in Murray don't
have the excuse of vast religious differences dividing us — all we need to
divide us is the top line of our address-. Do you realize how insignificant this top line is.If it were the only
part of your mail, you would never
receive it. We don't bother to
-remember that the bott.i.line,
mist importinipart, we all share. It
should bring us together, but we
choose to ignore it.
A few weeks ago, my fourth grade
son played against his best friend in
the championship basketball game.I
was a little concerned that it might
affect their friendship, but I was
foolish to worry. Two minutes after

the game, they had their arms
around each other's shoulders,
laughing and joking and making
plans to spend a night with each other
soon. I looked at them and wished
with all my heart that their good
healty sportsmanlike attitude would
stay with them for the rest of their
lives, but we fine mature Christian
adults will never allow that to happen. By the time these boys are in
high school, we will have them convinced that everyone in the other
school system is no good. We will
make them feel uncomfortable if
they should happen to have friends in
the other system. We will have
taught them by our fine examples
that you judge people not by how they
live but by where they live. We will
have them convinced that the most
important thing in high school is to%
beat the school system:It is more important than good grades and certainly more important than good
ay;;4111hargeffp. They Will be brainwashed into thinking that no matter
how well they do in everything else, if
they don't beat the other school
system, they are complete failureS.
We must not allow our children to
keep sports in the proper perspective. We must convince them that
sports are not games to be enjoyed,
but fights, with the atmosphere of the

audience closely resembling that of
the gladiators in Ancient Rome.
What a shame.
A few weeks ago, a person connected with one of our schools felt
that he was not dealt with fairly. I do
not know the man or the circumstanees,so I'don'tknow if he was
justified in feeling this way. It did interest me that in his press conference, he stated that he intended to
stay around and try to get elected to
the school board. Why 'no mention
was made:about 'Wiping our
children. I got the impribion that he
now has a personal grudge, and
wanted to get elected to the school
board to get even. Just what we need,
more public officials using their positions to fight personal vendettas
(some dating back to high school) at
the expense of our children.
What can we do to stop this? I wish
I knew. I am afraid if this present
conflict reaches Court, no matter
what the decision, the wounds will be
so deep they will never completely
heal. I believe every true Christian
and loving parent has to be concerned with the growing hostility and
division in our community. Please
pray that this conflict will be resolved soon, and that our public officials
will again become mature responsible men, and that words like sport-
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smanship, courtesy, comprolnise,
and cooperation will again become
part of their vocabulary.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Jane Curd
Rt.5, Box 263
Murray,Ky.42071
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Scott and Nygaard vows said
The wedding of Miss
Laura Ann Scott and
Richard Bob Nygaard
was solemnized Friday.
March 26, at Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
The Rev. David Fambrough officiated at the
ceremony read at 7 p.m.
The altar was centered
with a 15-branch brass
candelabrum flanked by
baskets of green carnations and white gladioli
on brass stands.
Parents of the bride are
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E.
Scott, Rt. 8. The groom is
the son of Mrs. Nancy Lee
Nygaard and the late
Ronald Paul Nygaard of
Austin, Texas.
The bride
The bride wore a white
wedding gown designed
with an empire waistline,
high net neckline with
lace trim, and long fitted
sleeves coming to points
at the wrist with lace
trim. The long skirt and
train were edged with
lace.
Her long bridal veil of
illusion was attached to a
headpiece decorated with
pearls and rosebuds. Her
something old was pearl'
earrings, her something
new was. her dress and
two gold chains given to
her by the groom, -her
something borrowed was
Mr.and Mrs. Richard Bob Nygaard
her mother's shoes, and
her something blue was floor length dresses and white ruffled shirts and with the three tiered wedher garter.
carried bouquets of bow ties. Their bouton- ding cake, made by the
She carried a bridal daisies.
nieres were daisies.
mother of the bride.
bouquet of white roses,
Ushers were Richard
The groom wore a Scott and Bryan Scott,
daisies, mums and baby's
Serving the guests were
white tuxedo and had a brothers of the bride.
breath.
Kim Scott and Brenda
The maid of honor was yellow rose boutonniere.
Scott, sisters-in-law of the
Reception
Becky Lowe.
A reception followed bride, and Kelly Yoke.
Willis Deitz was best
Bridesmaids were man. Groomsmen were the ceremony in the
After a short wedding
Parnell Dudley and Brad West and Tim Fer- fellowship hall of the
trip the couple is now at
Brigitte Vaughn.
rell: They wore dark church.
home at J. & J. ApartThey wore mint green green tuxedoes with
The table was centered ments,641 North.

dotebook
DAV meeting Saturday
Commander of the First District of Kentucky of
Disabled American Veterans, Jesse B. Scott, has
scheduled a district meeting Saturday at 1 p.m. at
the home of Chapter 50 at American Legion Hall,
Murray. Mildred Vier, Ladies Auxiliary district
commander from Hopkinsville, will conduct its
district meeting at the same time.
Refreshments will be served by the ladies. Alex
Pall, publicity chairman, urges all DAV membes to
give this delegation from the first district a special
welcome. Elections will be conducted by the first
district at the meeting.

Tennis group will ploy
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Janna
Hughes, Jeanetta Williams, Patsy Oakley and
Georgianna Moffitt; Court Two — Patsy Miller,
Brenda Marquardt, Lois Keller and Emmy Edwards; Court Three — Andrea Hogancamp, Joni
Billington, Jennye Sue Smock and Rainey Apperson; Court Four — Sue Overbey, Lynn Stout, Judy
Carroll and Peggy Billington. Substitutes will be
Sharron Wells, Nancy Whitmer and Sharron
Brown.

We are pleased to announce *lot Gayla McCarty,
bride-elect of Stan Routt, has
selected her china and flatware from our complete
bridal registry. Gayla and
Stan will be married May 15.
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Masons schedule meeting
- Roy Harmon, master of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons,said a district meeting
will be Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Benton Elementary
School, Benton. Master Masons and their families
are invited. Entertainment will be provided for the
families while the meeting is in session.
Ken Morgan, Grand Master of Grand Lodge of
Kentucky,and other Grand officers will be present.
For information call Mr. Harmon or Charles
Jackson.

Rehabilitation Administration and Services unit
of the Rehabilitation Institute at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale will offer four summer
classes this year.
The courses are Job Restructuring for the Handicapped, Vocational Appraisal,Staff Development
and Supervision and Seminar in Work Evaluation.
Vocational appraisal is a two credit-hour course,
the others three-hour classes. For information call
536-7704.

Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State
University, will speak about "Economics and

Is my blood pressure low?
%•••
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
blood pressure has always
been around 110 over 70. But
now it runs 90 over 60 to 104
over 68. I have been eating
foods with a lot of iron to
help. What can I do to build
this pressure up or do I real-

LINDA WRIGHT will
present her third annual
concert at Eastwood
Christian School,
Highway 94 East, Thursday at 7 p.m. The theme
will be "Expect A
Miracle." She will be
assisted by Joyce
Johnson, Jeff Palmer,
Regina Palmer, Terri
Taylor, Mark Hussung,
Doug Vancil, Benjamin
Wright, Jennifer Wright,
Ron Wright and
Eastwood Christian
School students (grades
1-9).

ly have a blood pressure
problem?
DEAR READER — If you
don't have any symptoms
you don't have a problem.
You May lie interested to
know that 90 over 60 is normal for entrance into flying
training for the military.
And unless you feel faint or
have a tendency to faint
those low pressures are
probably better for your
health.
There is a general misconception about normal blood
pressure. It starts with the
idea that normal is the most
common finding. But in our
society the most common
finding is enough fatty-cholesterol deposits in the arteries to cause heart attacks
and strokes. Who wants
that?
While 140 over 90 for
adults is usually considered
the upper limit of normal,
people with'
pressure in
these levels have a higher
incidence of heart attacks
and strokes. In terms of risk
of heart disease people with
pressures of 105 over 75 or
less) have the least chance of
developing heart disease or
other complications of fattycholesterol deposits.
Eating a lot of foods with
iron will not affect your
blood pressure unless you
have an iron deficiency
anemia. I'll give you the
same advice I learned from
one of my professors of
medicine when I was a medical student, "The first thing
a patient should do when he
finds out he has low blgod
pressure is to go home, get
down on his knees and thank
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SAVE
30 to 50%
ON SCORES OF BLAZING,

Higher Education" at the United Campus Ministry
luncheon. The event will be Wednesday at 12:30
p.m. in Ohio Room,University Center,MSU.
UCM director, Dr. Hilbert E. Farless, said this
will be the last luncheon of the school year. Food
may be purchased at snack bar and taken to the
room for the luncheon.

Classes will be offered

Curris will be speaker

Oho

Italian Spaghetti
Special
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Lawrence E. Lanth,IA.D.
That is why statisticians
insist on'several measurements and selecting the
average or most common
result. In other words, you
should expect some variation from the method itself.
And you change height
during the day, as much as
an inch. In the morning
before you start jarring
those little discs that are the
cushions between the vertebrae you are your tallest. By
evening as these are flattened by the days events you
are shorter.
During the selection of the
astronauts I was amused by
some of the candidates jogging and working out all day
and coming to my office to
be measured in the evening.
The requirements were that
you couldn't be over 6 feet.
The astronaut couch in the
space vehicles would not
accommodate anyone taller.
Those who were a half to
one inch too tall were
desperate, as you can imagine.

God he has it."
The proper range of blood
pressure in terms of health
and high blood pressure
management is discussed in
The Health Letter number
15-8, Your Vital Blood Pressure, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
was sure I stopped growing
before I was 14 and at that
time I measured 5-feet-11.
Around that time I had
become depressed and
wasn't eating right or
exercising. A year later I
measured myself again and
I was an inch shorter. Now
at age 20 I am almost 5-feet11 again. Could this have
happened or might I have
measured wrong?
DEAR READER — Measurements are tricky things.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
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Garden Department
selects April yards

—
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YARDS OF THE MONTH have been selected by Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. Chosen as business yard was Calloway County Public
Library Grounds, top photo. Chosen as residential yard of the month was the
home of Budd and Deanna Parker,805
• St bottom

The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has
selected the Business and
Residential Yards of the
Month for April.
Selected as business
yard of the month was the
Calloway County Public
Library Grounds.
Members of the selection
committee said both the
front grounds of the
library and annex as well
as the Reading Gardens
in the back of the
facilities were taken into
consideration.
A committee member
commented on the many
public usages of the
grounds such as the "Spring Potpourri," an arts
event scheduled in the
garden on May 1.
Selected as residential
yard of the month was the
home of Buddy and Deanna Parker at 805 Sharpe
St. Committee members
said the Parkers had
relandscaped the yard
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A rustic rail fence has shim sty, reed the forecast strings attached. your tenden
cy is to dwell on difficult proulterior motives. You're betbeen installed and the does's
,
Your bletk Stablerns or limitations. Be more ter off when yon don't
brick house whitewashed
combine
.., optimistic 1.4,
business and pleasure.
to give a controlled cot- ARIES
or
Pfilik
,
•
VIRGO
up
AQUARIUS
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
tage primitive effect.
toSt.
221
%.11. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Flomestic problems and -------Watch out for
rewd sales Be careful of legalities
Mrs. Parker's yard em- minor expenses crop up
mw. pitch. Ftelations with friends regarding property
phasis has been on color. Da_ n't amid mothers for 1:1e1P• are
interests.
guard against hours problematic. Evening Distractions could interfere
Last fall she planted 250 Be
may bring a change in with work routine. Advice
bulbs of every variety cr-allkineY
•
social plans.
may be unsettling.
and many are still bloom- (Apr.IW
LIBRA
ie to may 20)
AE
I
PISCES
ing as well as azaleas, it wig take a while to (SePf
.„,_•,2
22
14
2
.5112,
),,_ _,(Feb.
__ 19 toyMar.
run 20) a. ,
dogwoods and violets. become accustomed to some bur
intoin Our
a
acqlrun°11Inst
ance
n•pness
par.
During May the yellow office changes or revised work ......ba
at
•
Lutasu
felt
be
now.
Be
more
tune
moment.
climbing roses on the Procedures. A co-worker
Romance his
may self-confident about your some
fence will bloom and Mrs. misunderstand.
pluses, but there are still
w ..
2.0.,.. abilities.
tuisettled issues.
Parker will plant lots of GEMINI
SCORPIO
YOU BORN TODAY are in(MaY 21 to June 20) .....7 (Oct.23to
colorful annuals.
Nov. 21) 111/45. dependent yet cooperativ
Others may be critical about
You're
liable
not to take you do well in intellectuae.l
"The beauty extends to your spending habits. .You kindly to advice, but know
work,and will have success in
the backyard as well and work best °°/‘ fr°111 behind- others have your intereststhat
at law, politics, architecture,
,
tfor- heart. overcome needless
surrounds a very private the-scenes
teaching and engineering.
ZsioredbronesstraiSh.
•
patio which serves as an CANCER
secretiveness.
Your wort output can be erdak--1 SAGITTARIUS
extra room during the (June 21 to July
72) "''''''' (Nov.22to Dec.21) ,figietA ratic at times, and you should
—
spring and summer. A friend speaks in
avoid any tendency to get into
Your
Neighbors of Mrs. Parker behalf, but obstacles maY crop It's a poor time to seek a rut. Investigate new
financial assistance. An ac- methods when you
recommended this yard oP regarding Personal in- (Nei/danc
find
e may shoe signs of yourself slipping
into men.
be named Yard of the fereato. Be low-keY and trY to jealousy over
a recent success placency. Your best teacher is
Month," a department down-play ego'
of yours.
the world of experience and
LEO
member said.
tigit CAPRICORN
you may change your occupa(July MtoAug.22)
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
tion more than once.
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Square guy looking for a decent girl
DEAR ABBY: I read blood type, hair color,eye to cook my food, and
a
the letter from the guy color, physique,complex- washer and dryer
to do
who says he's 24, decent ion, etc. Medical and my laundry instead
of a
and can't find a nice girl. family background are washboard and tub.
I
Well, I'm 35, decent, and also included, as well as have nice clothes
and
I've been looking for a information disclosing shoes on my feet
and
nice girl longer than he the donor's I.Q., educa- don't have to go barefoot
has. I could tell you tion, and musical, artistic as I did when I was
a
stories about past dates and athletic abilities.
child. I have a nice
•••
you wouldn't belieuE.•_.....7
bathroom and don't have
I've been stood up on
DEAR ABBY: I am' to go outside in the cAl as
date:
.4etired, have a good in- I did when I was a child:I
can count7I took a girl out co-me and am in good bathe in q bathtub with
to a nice restaurant, win- health. I play golf .every plenty of hot water
ed her and dined her,then day, have a roof over my whenever I feel like it inshe excused herself to go head and have a super- stead of in a washtub
"powder her nose" and market to shop for food behind a pot-bellied
stove
never came back. I met a without having to farm on Saturday night as I did
gal at a party once and and raise it myself.
when I was a child.
_
she gave me a phony adI have an electric stove
I am not locked up in
dress and a phony
telephone number.
I'm 6 foot 6, averagelooking, Italian and
Catholic.
Tuesday,April 27
Wednesday,April 28
I tried a dating service
Murray Lions Club will
Make Today Count will
and was sent a hooker. continue its bulb and meet at 1:30 p.m. in
I've gone to church broom sale in Murray.
Classroom unit of
socials, tall clubs and
Murray-Calloway County
Bethel Baptist Bible Hospital.
discos. No luck. I swore
off singles bars forever Study will meet at 6 p.m.
because all the "single" at home -of Michael CunnReturning Students
women I've met there ingham, Utterback Road. United will meet at 7:45
were either separated,
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Friendship Classof Murray State University.
engaged or out cheating
Westside Baptist Church
on their husbands.
Murray Human Rights
I'm polite and love to will meet at 7 p.m. at,
dance. I'm not a drinker, home of Carolyn Carroll. Community Forum on
"Sex Harrassment On the
I don't take drugs and I'm
Tau Phi Lambda Job" will be at 7 p.m. in
not gay. I have a good job
and I'm ambitious. All I Sorority of Woodmen of auditorium, Mason Hall
want is a woman who's World will meet at 7 p.m. Nursing Building, Murreasonably attractive, in- at WOW Hall with ray State University.
telligent and sincere. So SaraAlexander and Ann- Nancy Rankin will be
speaker.
where are all the decent spann as hostesses.
women hiding?
Murray TOPS (take off
Preschool screening(or
SQUARE AND
pounds sensibly) Club kindergarten and fit
FRUSTRATED
DEAR SQUARE: You will meet at 7 p.m. at grade children of city and
county will be at First
sound too good to be true. Health Center.
Presbyterian Church.
If you love to dance, join
Alcoholics Anonymous For information call 753a square-dancing club.
You'll meet attractive, will meet at 8 p.m. at 2455 between 8 a.m. and 3
wholesome, lively men western portion of p.m.
and women, and singles Livestock and Exposition
Center.
United Campus
are welcome.
se.
Ministry luncheon will be
Wednesday,April 28
at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio
DEAR ABBY: I am
Hazel and Douglas Room, University Center,
physically unable to Centers will be open from
father a child, and my 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Murray State University.
wife and I are consider- tivities by Senior
Workshop on "Creative
ing artificial insemina- Citizens.
tion. Our question: Are
there pictures of the
donors on file at the
sperm bank? We would
prefer that the biological
Saturday, May 1, 1982
fathsr of our child have
the same physical
9 P.M. — Until
features that I possess.
ducah, Kentucky
Or is that too much to ask
for?
TALL, DARK AND
BROWN-EYED
DEAR TALL: Inquiries
from the laboratories I
researched disclosed that
although pictures of the
donors are not available,
Wage% lan Yaw •••• 7••••••••••
••••••• 11.•••••••114••• •••••• Marra, Pb
facts concerning their
S.11•••■••• M., %wow 1•••••• 14•••••••
physical characteristics
For Information Coll 901-668-6706
are. This includes race,
or 901-885-1883

prison or a mental
hospital as some people
are. I am free to go where
I want. I have a television
set and stereo that kings
could not enjoy years
ago.
I have a car for
transportation instead of
a horse and buggy. I was
Intarried fer_awr.va;to a
womali who. was as
beautiful as a movie star.
I went through World
War II without a scratch.
Talk about heaven.
America is heaven!
THINKING OUT
LOUD
DEAR TIIINKING:

Thanks for -giving us all
awirthing to think about.
_
Piliblems? You'll feelbetter if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply,
please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Coming community events scheduled

•

-

Wednesday,April 28
Aging" will be at Kenlake
State Park from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. For information
call 762-2193.
Ladies day activities at
Murray Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m.,
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
luncheon at noon.

Local professor elected president

Thursday,April 29
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will
Dr. Rosemarie B.
have Mothers Morning Bogal-Allbritten,
Out at9 a.m.
assistant professor- in
the- Division of Social
Christian Women's Work, Department of
Fellowship of First Chris- Professional Studies,
tian Church will meet at 7 Murray State Universip.m. at church.
ty, has been elected

Thursday, Apri129
Preschool screening of
kindergarten and first
grade children of city and
county will be at First
P.resbyterian Church.
For information call 753The 56th annual spring
2455 between 8 a.m. and 3 conference of First
p.m.
District of Kentucky Congress of Parents and
Tasting luncheon by Teachers will be ThursCalloway Homemakers day at Carter Elemenwill be from 11 a.m. to tary School, South 13th
1:30 p.m. at social hall of Street, Murray. "Our
First United Methodist Children Today —
Church.
Parents and Teachers
Tomorrow" will be the
Mothers Day Out will theme. be at 9 a.m. at First BapH. Ed Chrisman, Murtist Church.
ray, a member of the ex-

DANCE AND SHOW

Featuring...
• Barbecue by the pound
or the whole shoulder
Custom Berbeceing

• Burgers
t•
ke Cream
Drive Through Window
For Carry-Out Service

D.& T
Warehou
Foods
Frito-Lays

Potato Chips

753-0045

ecutive board of the Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council, will be the featured
aspeaker.
Cub Scout Pack No. 57
will give the salute to the
flag. The devotion will be
by the Rey. Willie Bradshaw of Paducah.
Special music will be
presented by Carter
students, directed by
Joan Bowker, director of
choral music.

Registration will start
at 6:30 p.m. The welcome
will be by Dr. Vicki Shell,
Mary Ryan, principal,
and Nancy Thurman,
Carter PTA president.
A plaque will-be given
to the school having the
most delegates in attendance. The Hazel Bennett
award also will be given,
according to Elizabeth
Bowden, district president.

The KASWE is composed of social work
educators and practitioners involved in both
graduate and
undergraduate education throughout the commonwealth of Kentucky.
The association which
sponsors on-going projects in addition to conducting two meetings
annually, works toward
enhancing the effectiveness of social work
education.
The meeting was also
attended by Dr. Wallace
Baggett, professor and
director, and Dr. Julie
H. Lovins, associate
professor of the Division
of Social Work.
Dr. Bogal-Allbritten
joined the faculty in
1977. She earned a B.A.
in political science, and
an .M.S.W. and Ph.D.
from Loyola University.

Best Meats Don't Just Happen
Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

14 lb. box $ 1 988

Choke

Ribeye

whole lb

$399 Cat Any Thickness Lb.'409

100% Pere

Ground Beef

89

$ 1 34

choke

Minute Steak

Reg. $1.29

lb. $228

Field's

SAVE

SAVE

Wieners

1 lb. pkg.

$ 49

Frosty Acres Baby,

Limas

2011. box

1
•

759

Choice Sides Of Beef

An outstanding collection
of original paintings,
water-colors, drawings
and serigraphs is on
sole at the Upstairs
Downtown Gallery through
Saturday. May 1.

2254To 300 Lbs.

Got

Wropped Free
Lb. $

1

39

Phone Your Orders In

Wholestile & Retail Meat

Local artists Marty Welch
and Jerry Speight hove
'combine(Theinelents.
for an outstanding
display.
This original art work is 401A Pk*
o sound investment for See*
ef the Squire
any collector.

president of the Kentucky Association of
Social Work Educators
for the 1982-1983
academic year, at the
KASWE meeting April
1-2 at Shakertown in
Pleasant Hills.

Chrisman will be featured speaker at meeting
of District PTA at Carter School on Thursday

FINAL WEEK
Chestnut St., Murray

FIVE GENERATIONS — Mrs. Sufi Stone, center, is seated
between
great-great-grandchildren, Arnie and Cary Ahart. Standing, from left, her two
are
Stone's daughter, Mrs. Abolene Jones, her granddaughter, Mrs. Linda Mrs.
Young,
and her great-granddaughter, Mrs. Debbie Ahart.

GIBSON HAM CO.
GeNery News:
111-S Mee. Hire Set.
753-1900
RN & Mkkey Phillips, °moors

'.' Q7 C. Jrtf ft.

Phis, 713 1601
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-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray '
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INAL•MART

Prices Goodl

Thru Sunday
tio

Don't
Forget
May 9th

Save 34.48
RCA 13 Inch
Color Television

1

„esh,. . .c. „. :A,c ulinf)biack 2

*Contemporary styled durable plastic
cabinet'Automatic color control and

matrtx
picture tube'No 330S'Reg 298 48

Save 1.88
Cotton Dusters

Save 1 .96.
Misses-Woven Tops
•Si:es 38-1-

$7

•Polyicotioil •Assorted colors
•SizesS-M-L •Reg 8.88

'Poly cotton *Various slyles-witli rlHes and lace
trim •Assorted solids arid plaids 'Sizes 8-18
*Reg 1196

SaN,
Sp
Stria
Br e
•H
tin is
•N
•Rog

Grci?
Stria
Cain

•F cu
•H a
•N

The Right Price..I.
Look A1
The Right

,\
11
k
411;ti

#

4'

. „ .. .. , •
.s. •fpst.s.4F ,tglk

Reg. $1.97

Save 15°0
Ladies
Fashion Bras,

J.88

•Lycrri pandex
•Ay:iii Ted styles &
'Sizes 32A to
420 *Reg 3 94

Rubbennald
Cutlery Tray
•Almond gold or
chocolate
•6 Compartments
•Plastic
•No 2922

3.32
•
tit

VAWABLE COUPON
Clip These
Coupons
For Greater
Savings At
Wal-Mart!

WAL-MART

Via

I Tylenol
Extra Strength
Capsules
I 100's
Reg. $2.78

I

*4 Oz. size .

Reg. $3.17

•

'Fashion slide'Padded insole
4•Triecklined *Black, bone or tan!'
sLadiesigizes 5-10 *Reg. 10.78

VALUABLE COUPON11

Oil of Olay
Beauty Lotion

97
•WA...2
I:
MAET

Save 206
Ladies Cork Wrap Heel

Aim 6.
•Tooth;
1 •witt, tli

• ..2 56

Expires 50482

pie en

EApires 512/82

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY
It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock However if due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item
is not available for Purchase Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request tor the merchandise to be purchased at the
sale price whenever available, or will sell wou &similar dm Et a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to
limit quantities
•
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Every
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CONAIR"

15.46

8.87

Everyday Low Price

Save 2.10

Conair 1250 Watt
Hair Dryer

Save 21 %
Boxed Stationery

Rosaline 7 Piece
Salad Set

•Two speeds & 4 temp settings
*Contains no abestos'Two
year warranty'No 085

Great Savings!
Enjoli
Spray Cologne

•Includes one-7 inch bowl g
SIX 5-inch bowls'No 72;10793
*Reg 10 97

•1 25 Ounce
'Limit 2

•8 Designs to choose from
'Decorated sheets with
matching envelopes
'Gift boxed •Reg. 2.47

1.94

wai-mar

TV)sPectiu.

4.97
PRESTO'

WalMart

TV
SPECIA

Os

19.96

FOR

Everyday Low Price

teitt

Save 5.12
Corning Ware
3 Piece Set

Save 1.46

Dazey
Foot Saver

Toss Pillows
•Velveteen & brocade with
rayon Wale back 'Assorted
stripes. solids & brocades
•Reg 546

•Vibrating massage-wet or dry,
warm or cool 01 Yr warranty
•No FS-20

Everyday Low Price
Presto
Little Griddle

'Includes - 11/2 Quart, 2 quart
& 21
/
2 quart covered
casseroles 'Wildflower or
spice of life designs
-'No. A-300-7, A-300-8
'Peg 29.96

24.84

'
Cast aluminum with
detachable control *Non
stick service inside and out
'
Built-in grease tray"No LG-1

Sa e 1 41
Space Saver.
Str awberryf
Br ad.Box

18.96
440-49
Autumn Harvest

•He ayy gauge steel
•Balod enamel

440-6 Woodland
Brown

Everyday Low Price
Windmere
Hot Curling Brush

366
•R g 697

•Curls & shapes, adds body
•Safety tip & swivel cord
•UL listed *See-through tortoise
tone 'No. HCB-1.

ININDMERE.

.56
at Savings
awberry
nnister Set

vVM355

.76
3807

Reg. $12.96

ur piece sel
iy gauge steel
t17

Reg.64

.62/1.00

Sole 11.88

Pyrex Ware 4 Pc. Mixing Bowl Set
•4 Pc. mixing bowl set
'Decorations that match Corelle Livingware

Renuzit Solid
Air Fresheners
'Fresh forest,
super odor killer, wild
rose, powder room, or
country kitchen

Dok
rice..

440-80 Shenandoah

300-6 Woodland
300-49 Autumn Harvest
300-80 Shenandoah

Reg $8.37

sok7.66

Reg. $5.97

.64.88

Pyrex' Ware
Mixing Bowls
*Set of 3
1
2qt.
1
2qt., 2/
1
2 pt., 1/
•1/
'Bake,serve, mix, store

•10" High 'Crystal glass
'Decorative jar with cover

Reg. $4.97

Sok

4.78

Heirloom Oil Lamp
•Crystal in color
*Glass
'Base, brass burner, wick
and chimney
•Decorative,functional oil
burning lamp
*Burns oil or kerosene

Save 1 00

4.96

Reg. $3.94

Sole

3.67

Rubbermaid
Toilet Bowl Brush Set
*Asst. colors
*Plastic, deocorative
plastic holder
'No.8719

•ap Heel

d insole
one or tan
?ig 10 78 ,

EMI

9.96

_ Hurricandle
lliimmovem By Corning

*Base designed to hold large diameter candle,
dried flower arrangements or other decorative
accents •No. 115
'Reg. 5.96

VAWABLE COUPON=11

flu.ride *Clinically

en o reduce cavities $olo

I I

1,. /B e

),N,11

1 271.
s

• 78'

I Wal-Mart
Transparent
Tape

II

*For all your gift
wrapping needs
•/
1
2" x 800-

Reg. 43'

Expires 5/2/82

•

Sole

WALTMART

'Features money compartment checkbook holder
memory calculator, pen and pad 'Available in assorted
colors'Peg 14 84 .Style No 1 205

1/ALUABLE coupoNmw
-

Reg. 88'

OZ. Expires 5/2/82
6./
hpaste

Save 2.27
"Calculating Lady"

•16 Inch depth, 3p Inches
height 'White or SmOke
base'No TR-100S 100W
'Peg 12 96

Wrigley's 10 Pak
Chewing Gum
•10 Five stick pkgs
Reg $1.48

12.57

Save 3.00
Bubble Terrarium

Expire,. 50/82

Quality Name Brand Merchandise
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• Meads)..4pril 27. 1912

Patriots pick
lineman Sims

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Playoff hopes reduce as'Breds lose

season.
NEW YORK (AP) —
With 6:08 of their 15
Ken Sims, a 265-pound
defensive tackle from the minutes remaining, the
University of Texas, was Colts selected Johnie
chosen by the New Cooks, an imposing 240England Patriots today, pound linebacker from
as they had announced Mississippi State. Cooks
previously, as the Na- has tremendous range
tional Football League and can play inside or
began its two-day draft of outside linebacker. He
had 24 quarterback sacks
college talent.
The only question about in his career.
The third selection
the 6-foot-5,2 Sims in
what has been termed a belonged to New Orleans,
lean year for potential but the Saints had exerpro talent was an injury cised that pick last year
to his leg and ankle suf- when, in a special supfered last November plemental draft, they
whictr kept him out of selected quarterback
Texas' last two regular- Dave Wilson, whose
season games, along with eligibility at Illinois had
run out. The school lost a
the Cotton Bowl.
Some scouts have call- court battle to get
ed this year's crop a another year for Wilson.
That brought up the
"one-man draft," and
Sims is the man they Cleveland Browns, who
were referring to. Hailing took another linebacker,
from the tiny community Chip Banks, a 230of Kosse, Texas, Sims pounder from the Univerpossesses a great com- sity of Southern Califorbination of speed, nia, who led the Trojans
strength and 'agility and in tackles his junior and
won the Lombardi Award senior years. He made
as nation's premier 137 tackles last fall,
deflected six passes and
lineman in 1981.
The type of player who recovered two fumblzs.
As soon as the Browns'
can dominate the line of
scrimmage, Sims made selection was announced,
81 solo tackles last year, Rozelle dropped the first
.E.sisted on_nothers, had bombshell of the draft,
10 sacks,- qpressured announcing that the Colts
passer 32 times,'broke up had signed discontented
four passes and forced six quarterback Bert Jones
and promptly traded him
fumbles. •
Even before NFL Com- to Los Angeles for the
missioner Pete Rozelle Rams' own first- .and
had formally announced second-round picks this
the Patriots' selection, year.
With their newly acSims was being escorted
to the podium, where he quired first-round pick,
posed with the commis- the Colts then chose
UNDER;THE WEATHER — Umbrellas were
sioner for photographers. quarterback Art
the order of the day for the scattered fans who
Rotelle held a New Schlichter of Ohio State.
braved a drizzling rain to watch Murray State
Schlichter and Jim
England jersey with
play baseball, Monday.The Thoroughbreds were
Sims' name and No.77, McMahon of Brigham
the number he wore in Young were considered
college.
the only quarterbacks
Moments later, Sims who might go on the first
and Rozelle were joined. round.
by Billy Sullivan, owner
The 6-11t, 205-pound
of the Patriots, who earn- Schlichter started every
ed the No.1 draft pick game during his four
Murray High and Union
with a 2-14 record in 1981. years at Ohio State City, Tenn., managed to
"I'm happy to get this career. Despite playing get one game of a
over with," Sims said of in ground-oriented of- doubleheader played,
the waiting. "I'm happy fenses, he rewrote the Monday, before rain
to be a Patriot and look Ohio State record bookin cancelled the rest of the
out next year, the rest of passing yardage and total day. The visiting Union
you fellows."
offense.
.
City crew, behind the 11Then,Sims,trailed by a
Last season, despite an strikeout pitching of J.
phalanx of newsmen and ankle sprain, he com- Fowler, handed the hosts
photographers, left the pleted 172 of 324 passes a 5-1 loss.
up all five runs and Ronroom for a brief news for a school record 2,392
"He (Fowler) was the nie Pace came in to get
conference before flying yards and 15 touchdowns. best we've seen all year,"
the last out.
to New England.
The Chicago Bears said Cary Miller, MHS
Three runs scored in
The selection of Sims were next. The Bears, coach. "Even though we
opened the first of 12 unable to win consistently lost, it did our kids good the top of the seventh, but
rounds. The 28 NFL with their troilca of to play against someone solo runs in each of the
teams have 15 minutes to quarterbacks — Vince as good as he was. He was first two innings had
make their selections in Evans, Mike Phipps and quick, he threw a already given the visitors
each of the first two Bob Avellini — selected curveball extremely well the necessary margin for
the win.
rounds and five minutes McMahon, a 6-foot, 180- and he could smoke it."
David Mc-Millen acin each round thereafter. pounder who throws
While Union City was
While Sims was occu- every pass in the book, enjoying the three-hit pit- counted for two of the
pying the attention of reads defenses extremely ching of Fowler, the three Tiger hits, going
most people in the Grand well and benefited from Tigers were wrestling two-for-four for the day
with a pair of singles. Jon
Ballroom at the New playing in a pro-type of- with control problems.
Billington tagged the
York Sheraton Hotel, the fense at BYU.
David Milton fanned other Murray hit, also a
Baltimore Colts were
McMahon led the na- eight, and allowed only single.
pondering their first- tion in passing efficiency three hits as well, but he
The Tigers were seeing
round pick. The Colts, last fall, completing 272 walked 10 visitors.
their
third full game
also 2-14, were the only of 425 passes for 3,555
"That walks) was a
team to beat New yards and 30 touchdowns, big part of our problem," without starting catcher
England — twice, in the with only seven intercep- Miller admitted. Milton Wade Smith, injured in
Friday's game at
first and last games of the tions.
went 62/3 innings, giving Paducah Tilghman.

upended, 9-8, at Reagan Field in the nine-inning
makeup game. Pictured is 'Breds outfielder
Gary Blaine (batting), getting a piece of a Marty
Smith pitch.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Tigers edged 5-1 by Union City
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mmmmi ONLY 4 DAYS LEFT
ENGINE
TUNE-UP

00

38

$34.00

$1000

$41.00

8-cyl.
121.. Itiorany
HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
4-Cyl

includes listed Darts awl lam(
Standard ignition - Add $S tOr
required parts and labor No extra
charge tor at conditioned CMS

Pita

Guaranteed Retreads
171-13
E71-14

indurles so 105 ors

map toand moot oil and
comosetecnassiskorralort

• Check electronic ignition
and starting and charging
systems • Install new spark
plugs and rotor•Set timing to
recommended specs • Adjust
carburetor
Lubricate and
adjust choke

UNION CITY

1 234 5 7 T
11005035

MURRAY

1000110

HITS- UC 3, MRS 3.
ERRORS- UC 1, MRS 2..
WP- Fowler.IP-

Tiger linksmen will be came up short on the sewary of sudden death cond hole.
playoffs after coming up
In individual play,
short in two such situa- Miohael Boggess finished
tions during weekend tied for second with
play.
St.Mary's Brad
As a team, Murray Cevengross, yet was
High tied for third among upset in the ensuing
18 schools in the Marshall playoff. Both linkers
County Invitational at recorded 77s.
Calvert City. But in a twoSt.Mary's captured the
man playoff with Chris- ;team title with a 320 total
tian County, the Tigers and Mayfield
d second with a 34
and Christian County
both recorded 34

Copier 011
the blink?

Oil Filter Included

Includes many imports and
light trucks. Please call for
an appointment.

•

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
$19.50
$22.50

1295
3

'
J I
•

Prices dart at $12 95 for our
regular front-end alignment
service Parts and additional
service extra if needed

Fick your power
8 to 18
horsepower

• inspect all los lees coin's., oessuie
• Set howl wheel caste' caner, toe to
Mel *wen,• Inspect sleeting and sus
Drown systems
Most US cos iinsoits with aditict Ale

Case makes tough
tractors. Case is
HYDRIV• power. Case
builds rugged
attachments. Case
keeps going strong
season after season.

SUSPen SO00 Intludes nom sheet Ow
Cnewnes titre trtirlis int1 r Als ,eatoong
liaCPhelSOn SI,ut collection nitia

GOODAEAR

INME Of T111110.00

0114 FILTER

sop
ix
:
3.

LUIE JOB

Rudolph Tires & Alignment Inc.
721 South 12th Street

overall, travel to Trigg
County today. Wednesday the Murrayans host
Ballard County at 4 p.m.,
and Friday the Tigers
finish their regular
season with a home
doubleheader against
Webster County (5 p.m.)
and Daviess County (7:30
p.m.).

Tigers nipped twice
in extra-hole playoffs

Gokig
Strong.

Lube, Oil Change IL Filter

6-cyl

"Wade's got a severe
bruise on his foot, where
a foul tip hit him," Miller
said. "We sure miss his
leadership and his bat in
the lineup." Smith, according to Miller, will be
out indefinitely.
In his place, regular
third baseman Pace has
moved to the receiver slot
and Jeff Downey has
taken over the third base
position.
The Tigers, 10-3

(502) 753-0595

— Murray. Ky. 42071

I

McKee' Eq.
503 Wilmot
753-3042

Better sae the new
reliable A 13 Dick
plam paper copier

very

ago

The 990 has all of the "TOW
wanted /*shoes of machines costing SO% more
- including tee vereatitey
is ensile It • 17' copes

copy hoth Wes. and

use

most any kinder paper us•
chiding overhead trans•
oanencnaa and law&
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By Jim Rector
led, 8-5, yet they couldn't
Sports Editor
hold on.
Call it poetic justice, if
The loss for Murray
you will, or call it a case means the 'Breds must
of too little, too late.
now defeat Southern DiviEither way, Middle sion leader Western KenTennessee's 94 victory at tucky twice today at
Murray State's Reagan Bowling Green to have a
Field, Monday, spells the chance at the conference
same thing to the playoffs. Middle TenThoroughbreds:
nessee, with a 12-4 Ohio
Their chances of mak- Valley Conference mark,
ing the Ohio Valley Con- is assured of one of the
ference playoffs this year two Southern Division
are slim and slimmer.
playoff berths.
•••
"We went all mit for
If the 'Breds (9-5 in.
this one. We pitched peo- OVC play) manage to
ple we didn't want to try- beat Western Kentucky
ing to salvage this win," (11-3) twice today, the
said MSU coach Johnny two teams would rely on a
Reagan, who used four of coin toss to determine
his top pitchers in the solo who would advance to the
contest.
playoffs.
But the gamble didn't
But Reagan isn't taking
payoff.
much stock in his squad's
In a steady, drizzly chances of a double upset
rain, which wasn't a fac- today.
tor in the game, ac- "Western's just waiting
cording to Reagan, the for us with all their good
'Breds went through pitching," Reagan said.
starter Jeff Gass, Doug "I'd anticipate a donRice, Brad Taylor and nybrook."
finally Scott Tucker try- The MSU coach will be
ing to stem the Raider at- forced to start a pair of
tack.
inexperienced
The hosts watched their sophomores — Jeff Hale
five-run rally in the third (no decisions) and Darinning waste away to a rell Graves (0-2) — to try
one-point deficit behind and upset the Hilltoppers.
MTSU's 10 hits, including
However, the 'reds
four' runs on three rn4y not even
receive an
homes.
opportunity to play the
In the seventh, the Blue doubleheaderbecause of
Raiders collected three rain.
runs and took a one-run
As of presstime today,
lead that stood up the re- the game was
still on
maining two innings.
"hold," according to ttir''
The MTSU victory was WKU sports
information
the reverse of the department.
previous decision betIf the 'Breds don't
ween the two schools at make the OVC
playoffs,
Reagan Field (March 30) which begin
Thursday at
— a game in which the the site of
the Southern
Raiders were ahead in Division champs,
the
the sixth inning, but rain Murrayans will wrap
up
cancelled the rest of the their regular
season
contest. When the out- schedule
at Southern
come was deterpined by Illinois-Carbondal
e,
reverting to theiast com- Thursday.
plete inning, the 'Breds
were awarded the vic1 2 3 4 50 7 I
T
MTSU
1 2 20 1 1 3 1 9
tory.
MSU
13510119080
But Monday, the rain HITS - KT 10, MS H. HR Newberry, Goff, Perkins (MT). 113 didn't come soon enough Gerhart
(MT).
or hard enough for the ERRORS- MT 4, MS 2.
WP - M Smith (5-2).
- Taylor 16hometowners.
21.
At one point the 'Breds RECORDS- MS 25-14, MT 27-13-1.

Softball teams,
players sought
in women's league
Any women, over 16
years old, who want to
play softball this summer
should contact James
"Happy" Bynum.
Bynum, president of
both the Murray men's
and women's softball
leagues, said unless more
players and teams sign
up there may not be
enough for a league.
"We're short on teams
and players right no
and nothing's orga
ed," Bynum sai
onday."The men . ve been
going at it for . • • ut three
weeks now, • we're still

waiting on the women's
league."
Only four teams have
contacted Bynum about
participating this season
and the league president
said at least stx teams
would be necessary to
have a league.
The entry fee for a
team is $150, but the individual's cost to play is
deter ined by each
Teams or individuals
wanting to participate
this summer can contact
Bynum, 753-6644, after 4
p.m.

Eastern leads OVC golf

AKRON, Ohio (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky carried a one-stroke lead into
27 holes of golf today in
the final round of the Ohio
Valley Conference golf
championship at
Prestwick Country Club.
Teams from all nine
conference schools took
part in the competition.
The teams are each
comprised of five golfers,
and each team's four best
scores each day of the
two-day tourney are
tallied.
Pat Stevens shot an
even-par 108 and Tim
Buignan shot 111 to pace
Eastern Kentucky to a
453 score Monday.
Western Kentuky held se• cond place with a 154
score. Akron held third
with a461.
'MO r941 of'the stanSi
dings after Monday's
competition included
Morehead
Middle

State,

teiniessee

Youngstown AOC,

461;
464;
469;

Murray State, 471; Austin
Peay, 474, and Tennessee
Tech,490.
Phil Dawes, of
Morehead State, had. a
one-under-par 107 to hold
individual honors.
Other's in. the fight for
medalist honors are Mike
Naton of Western Kentucky, with a 111; Steve
Hiney of Akron, with a
112; and Eddie Jackson of
Middle Tennessee, with a
113.

Pro golf
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
— Scott Hoch shot final
round 2-under-par 70 and
scored a 2-stroke victory
over Tom Watson in the
weather-delayed and
flood-shortened USF&GNew Orleans Open Golf
Tournament.
mgr..
Hoeb, 26, ehtiineethe
second victory of his
three-year PGA Tour
career with a 54-hole total
of 206, 10 strokes under
par.
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Another Derby entry falls victim to injury jinx
LOUISVILLE, Ky. CAP) - hostage is the latest
victim on the road to Saturday's Kentucky Derby,a
path that this year has proved rocky indeed.
Just six days after pre-Derby favorite Timely
Writer was knocked out of the classic because of an
abdominal problem and surgery, Hostage was injured during a workout Monday and retired.
As the Arkansas Derby winner, Hostage had been
considered one of the top contenders for 108th Kentucky Derby which is expected to attract a wideopen field of 20 3-year-olds for the 11-4 mile race.
Trainer Mike Freeman said the colt had suffered
a fractured sesamoid and a chipped bone in his
right front leg.
• Jockey Chris McCarron flew in from the West
Coast for the workout, scheduled at seven furlongs
over a sloppy track.
"When I started breezing him, he was doing nicely,"McCarron said after pulling up the colt after 70
yards. "Then I felt him take a couple of bad steps
and he bobbled so I felt I'd better pull him up."
Freeman praised McCarron for cutting short the
workout, saying that "he had the good sense to pull
him up, sensing that he had done something quite
serious."
Freeman, who had been preparing for his first
Derby he was "obviously crushed. It was just one of

those things, a one in a million shot. He did it all in
one step."
The trainer said,"The horse has never liked mud
and getting caught a little bit short on time, he was
just going to have a steady breeze out there.
"If I had my druthers, I would have preferred to
go on a fast track obviously, but the track has been
muddy today and it was going to be muddy tomorrow, and the track was in as good shape as could be
expected this afternoon."
Hostage, owned by Mrs. Paul Hester, had been
reshod a half-hour before the workout, but Freeman
said that had nothing to do with the mishap.
The son of Nijinsky II earned $209,096 in eight
career starts, posting four victories, one second and
one third. He had two victories and a second in
three 1982 starts.
Other leading Derby hopefuls struck by the injury
jinx in recent months include Deputy Minister, the
2-year-old champion, Stalwart, Lets Dont Fight,
Distinctive Pro, Aloma's Ruler and Victorian Line.
With Hostage out of the race, El Baba and Bold
Style,the second and third finishers in the Arkansas
Derby April 10 at Oaklawn Park, will be trying to
become the first Arkansas Derby starter to win the
Kentucky Derby.
El Baba, owned by Mrs. Joe W. Brown, is ex-

pected to emerge as the favorite for the Derby. He
when the colt became ill with colic and underwent
has won eight of 11 career starts and has the highest
surgery last week, will ride Bold Style, owned by
earnings among Derby contenders with $384,863.
Len Mayer.
Dewey Smith, trainer of El Baba, said, "I never
The son of Bold Commander broke his maiden at
had a Derby horse before. I'll take the favorite.
Churchill Downs last year, his only win in seven
"I have no doubt this horse can go the distance.
starts last year. The Arkansas Derby was his only
He has a lot of determination to win and he relaxes.
loss in four starts this year.
Donnie (Brumfield) can rate him. And he likes the
He has earnings of $119,161.
track at Churchill Downs."
Calling the Derby an evenly-matched field with 12
Smith, who saddled one previous Kentucky Derby
to 14 legitimate contenders, Van Berg said, "You
starter, Tribal Line in 1971, added, "In the Arkancan put all the names in the box and come up with a
sas Derby, he didn't have the smoothest of trips and
different winner every time."
he gave away a lot of weight. There'll be esival
On Saturday, Van Berg hopes his colt's name gets
weights in the Derby (126 pounds)and my horse has
picked. In his only previous Derby, Van Berg saddlthe most consistent record of all."
ed Bold Ego, who finished 10th.
Among El Baba's victories is the Louisiana DerMeanwhile, Edward Anchel's Air Forbes Won, a
by. He won twice at Churchill Downs as a 2-year-old
top contender with four wins in as many starts, had
when he won all five starts.
his final Derby workout Monday. He did seven
Of the possible Derby starters, only El Baba and
furlongs in 1:292-5 under jockey Angel Corclero over
Air Forbes Won have carried 126 pounds.
a sloppy track.
Jack Van Berg, who trains Bold Style, is confi"Sitting on him is like sitting on his daddy," said
dent of his colt's chances in the Derby.
Cordero, who rode Air Forbes Won's sire, Bold
"I don't go hunting with an empty gun," he said.
Forbes,to victory in the 1976 Derby.
"I'm not here for the publicity, either. I'm not going
Laser Light, third to Air Forbes Won in the Wood
to make any predictions or anything like that, but if . Memorial, went six furlongs in 1:153-5 Monday.
I'm not mistaken you guys are going to see a runner
Harbor View Farm's Reinvested, winner of the.
Saturday."
Tampa Bay Derby and fifth in the Wood, has joined
Jeffrey Fell, who lost his mount on Timely Writer
the field of prospective starters.

Rowdies improve to 7-0, girls begin play
same 5-0 score later that
afternoon. Sunday at
Calvert City, the host
Marshall County squad
was trampled 7-2, by the
travelling Murrayans.
In Saturday's, opening
game, Martin's Kickers
fell victim to the two-.
goal, two assist footwork
of Murzay'sScotButwell.
Murray's Jimmy Bran- Rowdies' offense.
non was also responsible
Against the Blazers;
The Rowdies blanked fbr two goals and Ben.Yoo Brannon broke loose for
the host Martin, Tenn., added a solo point to the three goals and Mark
Kickers, 5-0, in Saturday shutout. Assists by Don West added pair with
action, then turned Brock, Rickie Jobs and l assists from Dill, Branaround and blasted the David Dill were in- non, Bill Maddox and
Martin Blazers by the strumental in the Brock.
Murray's Rowdies soccer team, consisting of
boys under 14 years old,
stretched its season
record to 7-0 with three
recent road victories.
Four games were also
conducted in the girls' upper and lower divisions of
the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer, -Association.

Yoo returned to his normal goalie position for
the second game and
received strong support
from halfbacks Ken
Milculcik, Brian Krizan
and Don Brock. Ezra and
Isaac Schroeder, Luke
Harrington and Jobs provided additional shutout
defensive aid.
_-.Sunday the _ host Marishall County squad
scored within the first
minute of the contest,
putting the Rowdies in
the hole for the first time
this year. However, the

Sports at a glance
Tennis

Pro basketball

The hard -serving
Czechoslovakian, who
has won 78 of his last 80
matches, downed the
No.1 ranked and defento win the $150,000 first ding champion McEnroe
prize in The World Cham- for the fourth straight
pionship of Tennis Finals. time.

DALLAS (AP) —
Second-ranked Ivan
Lendl defeated John
McEnroe 6-2, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3

Hockey playoffs
Conference Finals
Best of Seven
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Tuesday's Game
Vancouver at Chicago.
Thursday's Game
Vancouver at Chicago.
Saturday,May 1
Chicago at Vancouver.
Tuesday,May 4
Chicago at Vancouver.
Thursday,May 6
Vancouver at Chicago, if needed.
Saturday,May
Chicago at Vancouver,if needed.
Tuesday, May 11
Vancouver at Chicago, if needed.

'
Tuesday, May 4
N.Y. Islanders at Quebec.
Thursday, May 1
Quebec at N.Y. Islanders if needed.
Saturday, May 1
N.Y. Islanders at Quebec,if needed.

WALES CONFERENCE
Tuesday's Game Quebec at N.Y. Islanders.
Thursday'sGame
Quebec at N.Y. Islanders.
Saturday,May 1
N.Y_ Islanders at Quebec

Pro baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
St. Louis
13
5
.772 —
Montreal
IS
.615
2/
1
2
New York
9
7
563
3
Pittsburgh
6
I
429
5
Chicago
6 11
353 61
/
2
Philadelphia
4 11
57
74
Western Division
Atlanta
13
4
.765 —
San Diego
II
4
.733
1
Los Angeles
9
.471
5
San Francisco
6 10
.375
61
/
2
Houston
7 12
.31611
7
Cincinnati
6 11
.353
7
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 6, Atlanta 4
Houston S.St.Louis2
Only games scheduled
Tioesday'sGames
Cincinnati (Berenyi 3-1) at Chicago
1 Larson 0-1).
r Pittsburgh (Griffin 6-11 at Atlanta
(McWilliams 14).
Houston Ruhle 0-2) at &toms
1 Mara 24).
New York (Zachry 14) at San Diego
(Montefusco 1-2).
Philadelphia (Christenson 1-1 I at Las
Angeles(Ream 1-1
Montreal (Rogers 3-I) at San Francisco(Holland 1-21.

h--

—

National Basketball Association
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Best at Seven
Eastern Conference
Sunday,April 25
Boston 109. Washington 91, Boston
leads series 1-0
Philadelphia 15, Milwaukee 122,
Philadelphia leads series 1-0
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee at Philadelphia.
Washington at Boston.
Saturday's Games
Boston at Washington.
Philadelphia at Milwaukee.
Sunday's Games
Boston at Washington.
Philadelphia at Milwaukee.
Wednesday,May 5
Washington at Boston, if needed.
Milwaukee at Philadelphia, if needed.
Friday, May 7
Boston at Washington, if needed.
Philadelphia al Milwaukee,if needed.

Sunday,May 9
Washington at Boston, if needed.
Milwaukee at Philadelphia,if needed
Western Conference
Tuesday's Game
Phoenix at Los Angeles
San Antonio at Seattle
Wednesday's Game
Phoenix at 1.05 Angeles
San Antonio at Seattle
Friday's Game
Seattle at San Antonio.
Los Angeles at Phoenix
Sunday,May 2
Seattle at San Antonio.
Los Angelei at Phoenix
Wednesday,May 5
Phoenix at I,os A ngeles,.if needed
San Antonio at Seattle, if needed
Friday, May 7
Seattle at San Antonio, if needed
I.os Angeles at Phoenix,if needed.

SNAPPER'S STANDARD
RIDER IS THE STANDARD
OF EXCELLENCE
The SNAPPER riding lawn
mower has earned its reputation for superior power and
performance. Heavy gauge
steel components and the exclusive drive system with
sealed chains and gears make
the rider tough and durable.
On-the-go shifting, easy
height adjustment, quick response steering and a rearmounted engine give the driver unmatched convenience.

Options like the rear mounted
grass catcher,Thatcherizer,
front dozer blade,front load
carrier and the new front
mounted two stage snowthrower offer four season versatility. Year round,SNAPPER
riding mowers set the standard
of excellence
for lawn
machines.

laANNUAL
111
ERCENTAGE
RATE

SNAPPER

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
IN FINANCING COSTS;
EVERY NEW CHEVY CAR,
LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK,
AND VAN DELIVERED
BY MAY 31 QUALIFIESIt
waiting for We are now offering
financing at only 12.8% to qualified
buyers. You can save hundreds of
dollars in financing costs. All you have
to do is takeedelivery by May 31, 1982.
Hurry in and see us now for the Chevy
of your choice.
*Actual savings will depend on the amount financed
and the length of contract. Dealer contribution may
affect consumer cost.

Chevette Scooter 4 Door Sedan

Caprice Classic Soot) Coupe

C10 Silvered° Fleetside Pickup

tExcludes vehicles ordered prior to April 1, 1982, which
are eligible for the General Motors "Let's Get Moving"
cash bonus plan, and fleet soles and leased units.

Limited time offer! Hurry in for best selection at

Dwain
Taylor
.;.'641 S.
Chevrolet Inc. 2617

200E. Main

753-8201

.•vr iv

•••
'

nine 4,-

arg=lp

Here's the financing deal you've been

Sesak (hanxist
-er-Ufiretevitisid—
(Walts•-.1).

.4"."".141.0001111111111.14104,011001.4.1.1..,17........ .•-••••

DON'T LAY THAT PAPER ASIDE
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN MICHELSON'S
JEWELER'S JEWELERY INSERT

FINANCE
RATE ROLLBACK!

AMERICA/4 LEAGUE
Eastern Divisisa
W L Pet. GB
Boston
11
6
.1147 —
Detroit
11
6
647 —
Milwaukee
6
.571
l'4
ClevelanC
I
.429
314
New Yorkr
429
3/
1
2
Toronto
11
.313
51
/
2
Baltimore
IS
US
51
/
2
Weston Division
California
1
5
.722
Chicago
•
.6110
2/
1
2
Kansas City
•
.1101
2/
1
2
Seattle
10
.474
414
Oakland
I,
.444
5
Texas
.429
5
Minnesota
12
Mandey' Games
Boston 34,Chic go 24
Only games scheduled
Tassday'sClaniss
Tetras 1111qtlich 1-11 at Toronto(Beamback11-31.
34.) at Baskin
.

.Oakland Nord.14) at Baltimore
41lanagan04):'
„' CaliIcrls Moreno 141 at New York
(Guidry 241
Means (Bens 14) at Milwaukee.
,
(Lerch 14).
Detroit Morris 3-1) at Minnelota
ijarkson

four-goal comeback by
Brannon and solo goals
by Dill, Maddox and
Isaac Schroeder reversed
the tables for Murray.
Six assists came from
Dill (3), Butwell, BrariT
non and West.
Saturday the Rowdies
finally' return to their
home fielt (Cutchin
Field) fora doubleheader
beginning;at-.1 1).ni. The first game is scheduled
against Paducah, the second, beginning at 3 p.m.
will be against
Clarksville.
• • •
In weekend action the
Flyers and Chiefs of the
girls' lower division (10
years and under) tied in
the season opener, 1-1.
The Redwings and
Rowdies of the same division battled to a 1-0 decision with the Redwings
finishing ahead.
In the upper division
(14 years and under) the'
Kickers blanked the
Aztecs, 4-0, and the
Cosmos beat the Chiefs,
5-0.
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Students win awards

G. CORN,JR.

K Q 1096
"There is an hour in each
EAST
man's life appointed to WEST
•Q J 105
his happiness, if then +962
make
Nine Murray State quired to develop a cam- Louisville. Yarbrough, a
A 1043
•K J 9 7
he seizes it." — Beaumont •
* A 1098
•6 4 2
University students paign to promote senior journalism stuand Fletcher.
+42
+53
recently won cash membership in the KIAA dent, is the son of Mr. and
West has two opportuniSOUTH
awards in an advertising organization. A total of Mrs. Roy Yarbrough of
ties to beat today's thinly
•A KS 3
.competition sponsored by eight teams from Murray Lilbourn, Mo., Route 1.
stretched game. If he gets
•Q 6 5
the Kentucky Industrial State participated in the Lippy, a senior art stu*Q3
off to the winning lead, his
•A.1117
Advertising Association competition.
side gets five quick winners.
dent, is the son of William
(KIAA).
If he doesn't, be will get
Murray State art pro- Lippy of 3100 Denbeigh
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
another shot and he cannot
Winner of the first- fessor Joe Rtgsby, a Court, Louisville.
South. The bidding:
cue.
afford
to
miss
his
place award of $200 was former senior vice presiMost prefer to lead an South West North East
Southerland, a junior
the team of Thomas Gray dent and creative direcunbid
major against a no 1 NT Pass 3 NT All
student,
is
the
art
and Kevin Lippy, both of tor of graphics for DoePass
trump
game
but West's diaLouisville, and Tim Yar- Anderson advertising daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
COMPETITION WINNERS — Dan Huck, vice president of mond intermediates were so
ADVERTISING
of
Southerland
brough of Risco, Mo.
agency of Louisville,..- Robert N.
the Kentucky Industrial Advertising Association (KIAA)and editor of the Ken- much better that he decided
Opening lead: Diamond
The second-place prize directed the competition 3014 Mockingbird, tucky Journal of Commerce and Industry, presents Murray State University upon a diamond instead.
eight
Evansville, Ind. Henderof $150 went to the team of among the students.
West's diamond eight
students (from left) Kevin Lippy of Louisville, Thomas Gray of Louisville and
Bid with Cora
Sarah Southerland of
The project included son, a senior art student, Tim Yarbrough of Rim°, Mo., with the first-place award of $200 in the 1982 KIAA goes to declarer's queen and
Evansville,Ind.,and Kim the development Of is the daughter of Mr.and advertising competition. Eight teamsfrom Murray State studying in the fields of another diamond is shot South holds: 4-27-B
Henderson of Benton.
advertisements for trade Mrs. Earl L. Henderson journalism, graphic design, radio-television and marketing competed in the right back. If West makes
•QJ 105
Steven Armstrong of and business magazines, of Benton Route 7.
competition which involved the preparation of a comprehensive advertising an impulsive duck to pre•K J 9 7
vent establishing two diaPrinceton, Dean Weiler direct mail, brochures
membership
in
KIAA.
The
team
campaign
to
promote
was
recognized
at
an
41 6 4 2
Armstrong,a senior art
mond winners in dummy,
of Ste. Genevieve, Mo., and the designing of a student is the son of Mr. awards luncheon in Louisville.
+53
the game is gone. South now
Tim Bland of Paducah logo for the KIAA and Mrs. William Armruns off five top clubs and
and Chuck Purcell of organization.
two high hearts for game North South
strong, Hillview Drive,
McKenzie, Tenn., were
Rigsby said students Princeton. Weiler, a
141
and rubber.
1,
the winners of the third- were graded on com- sophomore art student, is
South's diamond lead is 2.
place award of $75.
pleteness, use of budget the son of Mr. and Mrs.
WASHINGTON (AP) — stars, scientists said vatory told a news brief- forgivable but the duck of a
Sponsored by KIAA as and advertising Irvin J. Weiler of Ste. Astronomers are gather- Monday at an American ing. The object gives off second diamond is not. ANSWER:Two diamonds.
part of its program to materials in the project, Genevieve Route 2. ing increasing evidence Institute of Physics 10 million times the When declarer tips off a sol- Enough for one constructive
radiation of the sun, he id club suit by playing dia- bid and it's now time to
promote advertising as well as how they Bland, a senior that a powerful -black meeting.
monds instead of clubs, show a simple preference.
A black hole is believed added.
education, the contest creatively approached journalism-RTV student, hole" spewing huge
West should relative that his
--to
be
a
massive
object,
Gamma
ray, X-ray and side has little time to beat Send bridge questions
was conducted for Mur- the project concept.
to The Aces,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. amounts of energy exists
P.O Box 1230, Dallas, Texas 7522$,
ray State students Who
Winners were'recogniz- Charles Bland of 725 at the center of the Milky such as a large star, that infrared radiation the game.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
collapses into itself and measurements point to a
are studying in the fields ed at an awards luncheon Wheeler Ave., Paducah. Way galaxy.
After West rises with his for reply.
concentrates
its
matter
powerful
energy
machine
of graphic design, jour- in Louisville.
diamond
ace,
the
winning
Measurements of difA new device known as
Purcell, a senior radioin the luminous core of switch should be a relative- the "wireless" was used
nalism, radio-television
Gray, a senior art stu- television student, is the ferent types of radiation and gravity.
Although the galactic the galaxy, and a black ly easy one. East cannot in a rescue at sea for the
and marketing.
dent, is the son of Mrs. son of Mr. and Mrs. coming from the galactic
In competing for the Joyce H. Mohr of 205 James Purcell of 230 center indicate a massive core is not visible hole appears to be the have enough quick winners first time in 1909, after
awards,students were re- Federal Court, Magnolia, McKenzie, object sucking in dust, because of intervening most likely prospect, in spades to net five tricks, the steamship Florida
so West must switch to
gases and possibly even cosmic clouds, indirect scientists said.
Tenn.
hearts in hopes of finding a rammed the liner
measurements indicate
"While the nature of favorable holding. A low Republic during a thick.
an object that could have the compact object is not heart is led to East's king fog. The accident oea mass between 100 times yet clear, most workers and a heart return traps curred at Nantucket, R.I.
and a million times that in this field believe that it South's queen. This nets the Six persons aboard the
SOLEDAD, Calif. ( AP) unconstitutional in 1972 of the sun.
is a large black hole being defense five winners and Republic were killed, but
— Robert F. Kennedy's and his sentence was
"An
exotic,
compact
powered by the accretion declarer's game goes one the distress calls sent by
ACROSS
2 Egg-shaped
convicted assassin, commuted . to life im- object must exist at the of gas, dust and stars," away.
•
Answer
to
1 Mine vein
Mooday's
Puzzle
Discover
3
the ship's operator
fighting to keep his 1984 prisonment. He became galactic center," Robert said Marvin Leventhal of
1-27-A
t•::ORTH
5 Actress Wray 4 Stage
brought help and
COM CCUU CCU parole date, exclaimed eligible for parole in 1975
+74
direction
8 Level
L. Brown of the National Bell Laboratories in MurUCCID CCM CUD
'
If
8
2
further loss of
prevented
12 Part of a
5 DistantGod forbid!". it an. and was granted a Ilego,Astronomy
OCCCU Wean
•K J 7 5 .
- 6 Near
Move
pkiserj.,„ray
life
Withrelease
date
or
I986.
-thsgti.iii„.:
assertion
OCUOW&I
13 Devoured
7 Answer of a
14 Unaspirated
sort
CCM CU UCC
spoken of murdering Sen. credit for good behavior,
15 Shred
8 Cake
UUC CI:MUM DC Edward Kennedy.
the dale was moved up to
17 Rocks
ingredient
NCO CM CO OC
1984.
B.
Sirhan
Sirhan
9 Parts of
19 Slumber
CC 00MUCO OUU
Former parole board
20 Expels
cameras
"should not be paroled in
MGM CU CCU
10 Dillseed
21 Blackbird
CUUM UCUNLIC
1984 nor at any member James H.
11 Hardy
23 UnadultCUOMO MUM foreseeable time in the Hoover has said he set the
erated
heroine
OCO MUM UM100
24 Chapeau
16 Epic poetry
CU UUCM MCC future," Deputy District date for release in the
26 More rational 18 Journey
Attorney Larry Trapp belief he "had no chnice" 1. Legal Notice
5. Lost and Found
2. Notice
I. Legal Notice
28 Stitch
22 Diminishes
said Monday as a hearing under guidelines then in
31 King of
23 Flower part
43 Border on
35 Prohibited
Lost 3 year old male
Bashan
24 In what
44 Crate
opened on a petition to force for setting deter36 Army meal
Aierdale Terrier. Black
32 Negative
manner'
,
46 Woody plant
37 Misplace
t„Notice to
NOTICE OF
the Sept. 1, 1984, minate sentences.
rescind
33 Proceed
25 Mature
and golden brown, curly
47 Dispatch
38 Mock
Creditors
PUBLIC SALE
An allegation that
parole date.
34 Spider's
27 Bow
49 Hit lightly
40 Orchestra
hair. Lost in vicinty of
The following
work
29 The self
"Newly discovered Sirhan threatened to kill
The following mobile
section
50 Soak
Croppie Hollow and
36 Hero's
30 Sorrow'
42 Ballots
53 The two of us facts combine to reflect a
estate fiduciary
Lakeway Shores. ReEdward Kennedy, a
home will be sold by
Business Hours
reward
ward. Call 436-5380.
appointments
1
4
Massachusetts
43
in
6
7
619
10
11
much
the
feels
who
man
Co.
to
the
the
Colwell
38 Female
for the Murray
Lost Friday ladies
have been made in
deer
same today as he did in Democrat, was first told
1111
12
13
highest bidder on
14
watch. Vacinity of
39 War god
Times
Ledger
&
the Calloway
authorities
by
to
said,
"a
Trapp.
1968,"
May, 4, 1982, beginJerry's parking lot. Call
17
15
41 Affection
District
Court.
All
man who continues to see Lawrence Eugene
are 8 a.m. - 5
753 4607.
43 land
ning at 1:00 p.m. at
19
20
claims against
measures
violence as a solution for Wilson.
Lost: Silver gray
and
shown
the
address
Monday
p.m.
45 Classifies
21
22
11
these estates
Sirhan shot Robert
tan small shaggy dog
world problems."
below.
All
sales
are
48 Most revealthrough Friday;
answers to the name
should be filed
24
28
28 kallia
The hearing, held Kennedy in a pantry of
ing
for cash and are final.
Bozo. Children's pet
with the fiduciary
50 Retreat
8-12.
Saturday
behind the walls of the Ambassador Hotel in
significant. Reward.
right
to
Seller
has
the
51 Employed
5,
June
within
six
months
on
Angeles
Soledad prison, was to Los
Call 7534057.
52 Overwhelm
bid. All goods are sold
of date of
continue today and could 1968, after he won the
54 Paradise
Lost or stolen from
41
Ei
l
as is and gaerantee or
qualification.
55 Spreads for
California Democratic
Doran Rd. area black
last two weeks.
We have special packages
either
exwarranty
drying
Labrador. Reward. 753
Freed Cotham,
Sirhan, 38, was sentenc- presidential primary.
for tiny tots.
56 Fondle
7116 leave message.
pressed or implied is
1500 Story Ave.,
"Sirhan feels he cannot
ed to death and spent
57 Sow
Carter Studio
statement
made.
Any
Murray,
Ky.,
DOWN
this
hearing
in
fair
time on Death Row at San get a
6. Help Wanted
300 Main 753.8298e
1 Parcels of
to either year or
Deceased, Clover
Quentin Prison, but the election year, 1982,"
land
Clean up man 2 years
model is for idenCotham, 1500 Story
death penalty was ruled McKissack said.
experience required.
tification only.
Ave., Murray, Ky.,
Paid by job. Action
Personnel 753-6532.
Executrix, John A.
1981 Skyline Homette
Shirley Florist
Domino's Pizza now
Gregory, Jr., 204
56' x 14', serial /
1
2
hiring drivers and insand
S. Sixth St., Mur03-32-074P
ide help. Must be 18 own
ray, Ky., Attorney.
Storks Bros. Mobile
Garden Center
car with insurance and
Timothy J. Ross,
Homes, Inc.
valid drivers license.
soo N. 4th St.
P.O. Box 12, New
Apply in person
Rt. 9
Wed. Sun. after
Murray,
Kentucky
Concord, K y ,
Benton, Ky. 42025
4:30p.m
Deceased, Faye
Phone 753-3251
Need baby sitter in my
Ross, 46-A Shady
8-5 Mon.home. 2 children age 2
2.
Notice
Oaks, Murray,
and 4. Call 753 7414 after
Sat.
IF WE HAVE ANY ROOM LEFT
Floy Herndon formerly
K y . , A d5p.m
of Murray Tailor Shop
AFTER THAT, WE'LL EAT THE
ministratrix, Max
is doing alterations in
HASt-1.)
W. Parker, Courher home. 753 2989.
thouse, Murray,
ummer w0
Wanted: All old feather
Ky., Attorney.
Nord
working college
beds needed! Age or
ARTICLES
condition is unimpor
Lucy Beshear Rustedents
or high
tant! Honest cash
FOR SALE:
nyon, 1615 Sunset
school
seniors
$310
buyer. Box 691, New
2 oak tables, 2 oak dressers,
Blvd., Murray,
per week average. InAlbany, In. 47150
oak sewing machine, 4 ladKy., Deceased,
der back chairs, grandDirections Phone
terviews Wednesday
father clock, oak time clock,
Keeney Beshear,
old water cooler, railroad
Apr. 23, 2:00 and
1615 Sunset Blvd.,
desk, oak stack bookcase,
4:00 in Tennessee
Mahogany Victrola, oak hall
Mee
Murray, Ky., Extree, wicker baby carriage,
Room & 7:00 and
TOE WHOLE
&OLLY! THAT DREAM
I'D BETTER
140 MORE
STORE
oak wash stand,3 trunks,tin
ecutor, Robert 0.
C.1-IECK
OUT
GO
WA5 50 REALISTIC!!
9:00
in Cumberland
front pie safe,glass front pie
PIZZAS! WORLD IS
Miller, 201 S. Fifth
Formerly Black's
safe, Ws of primitive pieces
IT OUT r
OF PIZZAS!!
Rees
MSU Student
glassware.
and
St., Murray, Ky.,
Grocery has been
Center.
Be on Time.
Attorney.
MAIN STREET
the
by
purchased
David S. Harmon,
HOUSE
Scott family. Open
815 Hurt, Murray
Project Upward Bound
602 Mao Street - lawny,
Ky., Deceased,
at MSU is seeking
6 days a week 6
Ky. 9:00 to 5:00 Moo. tiny
applicants for science
James Harmon,
Fri. 1:00 to 5:00 Sat.
a.m. to 9 p.m.
and math teachers and
Murray, Ky., Exresident advisers. Full
Selling groceries,
ecutor, Harold T.
time temporary sum.
gas, etc.
Hurt, 105 N. Sixth
mer employment. Con
4
"Mirdill
j
1111141
tact the Upward Bound
St., Murray, Ky.,
SPECIAL
office 762 4327. E.O.E.
Attorney.

Officials study 'black hole'

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Parole of 9irhan studied
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Legal
Notice
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Sally
Livesay, Executrix of the
estate of Maude
Forrest Nance,
deceased. Exceptions to this settle,
ment must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on
or before May- 5,
1992, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court Clerk

1 /2 Price
Sale
Bey one pair of boots
at regular Price Rot
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work hoots and side
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Buy en* pair at
regular price and get
the second item at
half price.

14 Kt. Gold
Earrings $9.95

Wanted: hand craft
items on consignment
for new Kentucky craft
shop in Aurora, Ky.
Excellent Ideation. 474
2790.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071.
Wanted: someone to
stay part time or full
time in home with
elderly lady. ,Call 753
3946 or 753 5710 from
Sp.m. 11:30p.m.

Large assorhisoot of
Geld dipped leaf
pendent: and shells.
36 different styles.
3 for $9.95

GOLD a
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Ohm* Plaza
753-7113
Opea-9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

.U.For Sale or Trade .
"

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9

S. Lost ind Found
Lost: 2 family dogs,
g.ray miniature
Schnauzer. Answer to
Scallawag and Mis
chief. Reward.,753 6060.

For sale • or trade- es _
tatilished business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asonable• offer con
sidered Owner Iinattc
ing available. Call 753
1109 after Sp.m.
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22. Musical

27. Mobile Home Sales

Will brake and disc
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
753 0144.
Will do house cleaning.
382 2646.

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantt,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Con Constellation
Trumpet immaculate
condition. Silver and
oold. 474-2732.

block from
Located
Here is your opportun
ity to move into a very MSU. 2 bedrooms,
couple only, no pets.
nice well kept corn
pletely furnished 14x70 $150. month, 5150. de
mobile home on a posit. 314 642 6028 after
100x253 lot with outside 5p.m.
storage and many fruit Spacious 3 bedroom
trees Owner will ass
unfurnished home in
ist you with financing. Murray. $260. per
153 1492 at Century 21 month rent, $200. de
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
posit. No summer re
ntals only. 753 9829.
Three bedroom house
28. Mobile Home Rentals newly
decorated, air
For rent 2 settings for Conditioned, no pets.
large trailer. Mail and References and deposit
bus route, water and required. $225 month.
electricity ready. New Phone 753 2835.
sewerage system, large Very attractive 2 bed
lawn 300ft. from lakes room unfurnished home
ide. Blood River area. in Murray. $250. per
$50. per month. 436 2427.
month rent, $200. de
Mobile Home, 10x 42, posit. No summer re
furnished, air con
ntals only. 753 9829.
ditioned, natural gas, no
pets. Deposit required. 36. For Rent or Lease
Phone 753 3895 evenings
For rent or lease fur
and weeks.
brick.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer nished 3 bedroom
1 1 2 block off campus.
near Murray. No pets.
364 4425.
Call 489 2611.
One bedroom un
Dill's
for
rent
Trailers
furnished apartment on
Trailer Court.
Main Street near
Two bedroom furnished
Hospital. $145month.
or unfurnished. New Deposit required.
furniture and carpet, 5 bedroom home 2
central air. Rent $85.
blocks from campus
$150. Shady Oaks 753 $250month. Ideal for
5209.
students.
Two bedroom trailer. 4 bedroom country
$160. per month. home. $250month. DeBrandi's Trailer Park. posit required.
Call 753 8411.
Call Spann Realty AsTwo bedroom all elec- sociates, 753 7724.
tric 12x50 mobile home. Want to lease up to 4
Fully furnished, located acres of dark tobacco
2 miles east of 753 9357
1
1 /
Murray on private lot.
$120. rent, $100. deposit. 37. Livestock-Supplies
753 9829.
Performance tested 343,
4, 111 Simmental and
3
2,/
1
/
Rentals
30. Business
Maine Anjou. Service
age bulls, only top
performance bulls from
our 800 cows. All bulls
Mini
hr.•.-:.•-4-110- tested and
Warehouse
guaranteed. Broadbent
Storage Space
Farins Cadiz-, Ky. 42211.
For Rent
Days 502-235 5182.

14. Want to Buy
225 Slant 6, Dodge
motor. Call 436 2292.

IS. Articlesfor Sale
Complete line of
sprayer parts now at G
& Y Farm Center 641
South. 759 44.40.
Tillers 5hp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
We buy and sell used air
conditioners. Call 7539104.

16. Home Furnishings
One dining room suite, 4
arm chairs, glass top,
ratan. Asking $500. Call
753-4016.
Six antique oak chairs
good condition also
small breakfast set.
Call 753-0814.
WATER BEDS com
plete flotation systems
or any acces. Open 7
days till 6p.m. Woodcrafters Hwy. 60 West
Paducah, Ky. 444 9003.

19. Farm Equipment
2 12in. Plows for Ford
tractor, 1-318 Dodge
motor, 150 amp. welder,
electric fuel pump. Will
break and disc gardens
and mow lawns in
Murray. 753 8649.
766 I. H. tractor disc, 4
row planter, chiesel
plow, and breaker plow.
Call 489-2425.
Ace pumps, Hypro
pumps, replacement
parts, and all sprayer
parts at G & Y Farm
Center 4541 S. 759-44.40.
TRACTOR TIRES New
and U_sed Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

•

20. Sports Equipment
S & W 357 Mag 6in. blue
model 19. 753-2813.

22.1Ausical
SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOR
SALT Wwited: RespeseiMe
party te tyke ever pion.
Ca he seen lecolly. Write
Mr. Powers, lox 327,
Carlyle, 111Weis 62231.

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN

CLAYTON'S
753-7575
23. Exterminating

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL
For termites,
r lathes, ants
any pests.

Kelley's Tennit
Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

If YOU'RE planning on
selling your farm let us
explain how we can
provide national adver
tising and potential
buyers through the
AMERICAN FARM &
INVESTMENT DIG
EST marketing system.
Exclusively offered by
SPANN REALTY AS
SOCIATES. 753 7724.

1976 Ford Maverick
30,000 miles, 2 door.
409 7378.
1969 Pontiac LeMans.
Runs good also good
shape Best offer. 436
5519,
1971 Monte Carlo extra
sharp. Locally owned.
753 3739.

16ft. Glastron tri hull
boat with 85hp. Mercury
motor and trailer. 419
2440.
1978 ElOhp Mariner mo
tor, 1978 75hp Johnson
Stinger motor. 753 6483.
Vagabond Sailboats:
Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
dealer 1554 Oxford Dr.
Murray, Ky. 753 1326.

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
,perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 471
2359, nights 471 2276
Guttering by Sears
Seafs continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
House painting. Ex
perienced painter. Free
estimates. Call 753 7655
ask for Leonard.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435- 4319.
Lawn mower and small
engine repair, lamp
repair. R. L. Glover 262
Riviera CtS. 753 0885.
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial. Heating and
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair.
Phone 753 7203.

•.•

1982 Chevrolet
Celebrity, 4 door
sedan 3,000 miles.
New Car Warranty.

•
•
-

•

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

KOPURI!D

4

Leo's Immeadiate
Jewelry Reoair

•

ABSOLUTE
REPOSSESSION SALE

0

Sheeting
Industrial
Commercial
Residential

Saturday, May 1, 1982
at 10 a.m.

For
Sale

Call 753-0329
After 5:00

1977 Dodge B-200 MaxiVon, local one owner.
MUST SELL NOW. $2500
Firm. 753-2809.

PRE-SEASON SALE

Seasen Passes for the MurrayCalloway Ceenty Swimming Pool
may be purchased now titre May
28. Purchase prior to May 7 to be
eligible for a free season pass.

4.1'404."

53. Services Offered '

1973 Uocige uart. 20,000
miles on rebuilt engine, 53. Services Offered
Spring fever special
900d engine, transmis
24. Miscellaneous
Bright, newly decorated sion and rear end, body AIR CONDITIONERS
10hp 39in. John Deere
Tudor in spotless con rough. Call Mick at and appliances ser
dition, located in prest- 7-62 4188 or 762 4189 viced. Freezers,
riding mower. 753-7469,
washers, dryers, and
. days, 753 8015 evenings.
753-6274.
igeous area. Bedrooms
refrigerators. All
are designed to meet
317 John Deere garden
brands. 759 1322.
the family's personal
tractor and equipment.
need for privacy, con 1973 Plymouth Satellite. APPLIANCE
$3850 need to sell . Call
venience and comfort. 4 door, automatic, SERVICE
Kenmore,
after 5p.m. 436-2540.
Add Italian marble power, air, radio, tinted Westinghouse,
mower.
Riding
36in.
1
tires,
new
glass,
foyer, large formal
Whirlpool. 20 years
10hp Craftsman. Ready
dining room, country owner. Very nice. ,Call experience. Parts and
to use. 753-6505 after
492-8202_
spacious kitchen with
service. Bobby Hopper
Billy Morgan Broker
4:30p.m.
glass doors that look 1974 260 Z Datsun nice Bob's App Ii
8 Track AM FM turn
Realtors
onto covered patio, shape. Call 753-3269.
ance Service 202 S. 5th
table stereo cost $299.,
beamed and paneled 1974 El Camino with St. 7 5 3 4 8 7 2 ,
641
N.
Nary.
Villap
old
months
6
less than
family room with bar gem top, air shocks, 753-8886(home).
Murray, Ky.
$50. Several country
and wood burning good tires. CaU. after Asphalt driveways and
50
and western tapes
fireplace. Owner 6p.m.436 5346.
parking lots sealed by
cents each. See at
financing makes this 1975 Chevrolet Monza. Sears. For free es
400 Riveria Cts.
3
trailer /
to
buy.
easy
Established income! especially
Excellent condition. timates call 753 2310.
Aloe Vera liquid $9
a great big beautiful Dial 753 1492 Century 21 Will . trade. $1550. 1803'
It's
Gene
$27.
gallon.
quart,
world to live on Ky. Loretta jobs Realtors.
College Farm Road.
& Jo's 705 S. 4th
have your busi
Lake
for
44.
Sale
Lots
on
753 4320. Makes you feel
ness, home and office
flOod! Also other Aloe
siding and Ala •
all on a wooded water Four wooded acres in
Vera products include
trim for all houses. I
Sherwood Forrest.
wonderland. A com
shampoo,- make-up,
cottages, Completely fenced with
plete resort
stops painting.
body lotion, soap, and
horse barn and well.
dock, mobile unit hodk
Jock Glover
bath oil.
ups, fishing equipment, Beautiful building site.
Broyhill single bed like
boats, motors, bait 753 9571 after 4p.m.
FREE
new $60. 436-2802.
house, beach. Present
ESTIMATES
owner retiring after 21
Flashing portible sign
CARPET CLEANING,
on all Nome Repairs.
years. Call 46. Homes for Sale
with arrow. Will
Free Estimates
753-1492 Century 21 BUY ON CONTRACT
Special prices on painsacrifice. Call
Satisfied references,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
1-529-2721.
ting and roof repairs.
house and 3 acres on
Vibra Steam or Quick
Hwy. 280 close to lake
Four single size hand
STAWSKI'S
Dry Cleaning.
436 2802
crocheted bedspreads,
(Upholstery Cleaning).
NOME REPAIR
$150. each, 1 full size
Country Quiet City
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
435-4323
$200. K. B. Small, Nunn
Enjoy private
Close
753-5827.
Ky.
Cadiz,
6
Blvd., Rt.
country living on a two
Can you account for
522-3906.
acre tree shaded lot
1406W. Main
753-1222
your household goods in
country
Cozy
With
pond.
Honverow
case of fire, theft, or Need -work on your
753-5315
home featuring 3 bed natural disaster? If not, -trees? Topping, prun
WItolesale to the
room, family room and
in,g, shaping complete
Insurance Photog
call
•
RIGHT
THE
rec room. Priced in the
public. Fast Repair
r`aphy between removal and More. Call
PLACE AT THE
near
4
located
Catalina.
and
Pontiac
1976
, 30's
6p.m. 9p.m. Mon. Fri. BOVER'S - TREE
and Gems. HandRIGHT TIME
Fisher Price, Owner door, power steering - af753-4988.
SERVICE for Pro
to
available
good
power brakes, air,
753-4758
Very ,attractive 3 financing
fessional tree care.
made Gold and
window
and
Carpet
38.Pets Supplies QOalified buyer. Phone automobile. 489-2266
bedroom brick
cleaning: Satisfaction 753 8536.
Silver Jewelry.
after 5p.m.
ua now 753 1492.
AKC Collie puppies.
minutes
only
home
d. Steve We have in stock most
guarantee
32. Apts. For Rent
Home for sale by owner. 1977 Ford Landau 2 Hobbs 753 3317
354-6519.
any type of electrical
from city limits.
bed door. Loaded, 1 owner,
4
nice
extra
New
motors from vacuum
Apartments for rent 1 American Pit Bulldog
brick.
block,
Concrete,
include
Features
to
see
miles.
Must
23,000
house.
new
room
like
cleaners to 100hp. Also
puppies UKC- Re
block from MSU. Fur
No
21
years
experience.
Will
and
heat
appreciate.
fully
central
753-5071.
404 N. 176153-NV
nished, air conditioned, gistered. 2 seperate
small. .we are the local air
accept any reasonable 1977 Lincoln Mark V job to large or
wall to wall carpet, litters to choose from". air, den and woodCall compressor repair serestimates.
Free
offer. Call 753-3903.
Marine battery power security deposit re- Call 1 901 364 2402
vice. We service any
Cartier Edition dove 753-5476.
fireplace,
burning
pack 27 series 105 amp. quired. Rent $110. per Dresden. Ask for
thing electric. We
House for sale at 503 grey. Call 527 8232.
garage
attached
$59.99 exchange. Lawn month. 759 4538.
Chestnut. Call for ap- 1978 Chevrolet El Electrical Repairs. specialize in cleaning
Marsha.
and wooden
Licen
mower battery 12 volt
air conditioners. , Dill
pointment 753.3691 or Camino. Brakes, steer- Free estimates.
old
9
2
weeks
pups
Beagle
college.
near
Duplex
sed electrician, heating Electric 753-9104.
backyard deck. A
$24.99 exchange. Snap
2737.
753
1301
or
753
3134
air.
ing,
stock.
Good
each.
$25.
deck
and air conditioning.
per mower blades 25in., bedroom, large
pretty picture for
Wet basement? We
Ky. Lake summer home Chestnut.
435 4397.
26in., 28in., 30in., or patio, central heat and 489 2266 after 5p.m.
Mid
living.
Marina
pleasant
make wet basements
beach.
the
by
4
1978 Oldsmobile delta.
at
Sears
sales
331n. $5.99. Wallen air. Call after 5p.m. Labrador puppy AKC
dry, work completely
and the fish. 2 bedroom, door, full power, air, Fence
KopPhone
$40's.
6699.
753
line.
blood
excellent
Paris.
2310
753
Sears
Hardware
guaranteed. Call or
furnished. Owner AM-FM 8-track stereo now. @WI
perud Realty, 753753
for write: Morgan ConRestaurant equipment Furnished apartments. Paradise Kennels
financing. $16,500. 502 radio. Good condition. for free estimate
be2
or
4106.
1
details.
all
for
Efficiency,
1222
your Mikis.
all types. Call 753-0318.
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
924 5646.
753 2813.
drooms. Also sleeping
409 A Paducah, Ky.
Tobacco sticks 13 cents. rooms. Zimmerman Pure breed Siberian
2 story at- 1978 T Bird. Bronze, air
Lakefront
Husky puppies. 4 weeks,
.42001 or call 442-7026.
Call 345-2861.
tractive well equipped conditioner, power
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
575. 436 2802.
home for sale by owner. windows, excellent
Used riding lawn HILLDALE APARTPerham & Thurman
Beautiful view of Pine condition. After 5p.m.
mowers. See Keith at MENTS HARDIN, KY
41. Public Sale
Insurance &
55. Feed and Seed
Bluff from glass front 492-8264.
Stokes Tractor and Now taking applications
Estate
Real
nd
Flea
Fairgrou
Reasonable
room.
753-1319.
great
Implement.
25 acres Fescue hay cut
1979 Pontiac Bonneville
on side for Section 8, Market. Murray
Soethside Court Sq.
financing available.
on shares. Call after
Need a second opied apart Calloway Co.
753-6183.
rent-subsidiz
2door.
26. TV-Radio
Call 436 2237.
/Kerrey, Kentucky
nion? Local 6p.m. 436-5346.
ments. 1, 2, & 3 be- Fairgrounds. Open ev
Older house in Hazel 2 50. Used Trucks
ALFALFA FOR SALE
drooms. Apply Hilldale ery weekend, 7a.m. to
753-4451
references. Cali Hugh
bedroom. -Just been
Missouri Delta grown.
Apartments, Hardin, 7p.m. Friday and
759-17180
Luv.
Outiond.
Ns
Color
25 inch TV, Only
remodeled inside. Stove 1975 Chevrolet
Delivery or FOB
Ky or dial 502 437 4113. Saturday, 9a.m. to
Good condition $1850.
7S3-8076.
Merrell Farm PO Box
25.00 per month.
Equal Housing 6p.m. Sundays. Booth OWNER FINANCING and refrigerator, also 1970 model Ford pickup.
$15,
stove.
heating
gas
Hayti, Missouri
421
Opportunity.
ew warranty.
space can be rented. on lake property. Over 1 000. Call 753 0861.
Good mechanically.
63851 314-359-0323 or
New 2 bedroom duplex. Call days 753-4669.
CLAYTON'S
$495. Call 489-2595.
acre on canal with
753 8146 office, 753-24.37 Moving Sale Wed. 28th direct lake access. This Top condition, well 1979 Ford Custom Van. MITCHELL PAVING 359-0633.
753-7575
decorated, beautifully
home.
at 811 N. 18th. Velvet 2 home is built with top landscaped 3 bedroom Coachman Conversion Company. Commercial, 56, Free Column
material.
quality
Nice duplex 2 be
piece living room suite,
brick home. New ap- 23,000 miles, extra nice. residential. Seal coating Black and white long
drooms, washer and dishes, all kinds kitchen Featuring Anderson
27. Mobile Home Sales
Call Mac at Enix Inter
and striping. Small jobs
pliances and ap
to a
re
windows,
dryer hookup, and ap- utensils, African picture
a specialty. Call 753- hair female cat
1 acre lot. iors before 5p.m. 753
proximately
12x44 Winston $4000. pliances. Call 753-3343.
good home. 753-3994.
violets, clothes, dwood deck surrounds Highway 121 North. 1474.510,500.
1537.
$1500. down owner finjewelry, antique desk, house on 3 sides, Only $35,000. KOP
1 bed
ance at 12 percent. Free Now available
51. Campers
apartment garden tools. Too many fireplace with heatala
PERUD REALTY 753
rent for 6 months at room garden
wall carpet, items to mention. In tor in living room and 1222. ,
26ft. motor home like
present location. Will with wall to
ap- case of rain sale will be wood stove in family
make excellent lake .color coordinated
Two bedroom house, new condition. 26,000
utility
your
Make
room.
held
inside.
heat
central
watt Onan
home. 753-8848 before pliances,
bills minimal. This full basement, garden miles, 5000
and air, and many other
9p.m.
Asking $13,500. generator, all new tires,
spot.
home
in
lived
Estate
Real
barely
43.
ideal features. Call
Attractive 4 bedroom home, 1g. hying
interior exceptional,
753 2737 after 2p.m.
1970 12x65 mobile home, 395-7325 or apply at
MUST BE SEEN. Fan
354
$12,500.
air.
8x12 pullout room. All Calvert City Apts. Excellent income pro
tastically arranged Two story year round. double
room with fireplace, kitchen-dining area,
electric central air and located on 5th and perty. Total of 8 rental owner financing. Call Pine Bluff. Sun decks, 6125.
1½ baths, utility room, brick garage, lg.
heat, underpinned, Cedar in Calvert City units with monthly in •Spann Realty As furnished, 2 lots.
otors
Boats-M
52.
wooden yard. Economical gas heat, cen14x35 wood deck. $6000. Ky. Mon. Fri. Equal come Of $560month. sociates for your ap $20,000. 759-1074, 753
and
appliances
Some
boat,
Phone 753-3815.
14ft. fishing
pointment. 153-7724.
2649.
Housing Opportunity.
tral air. Reasonable priced under
furniture stay. Near
fiberglass, 3 swivel
1979 Village Mobile One and 2 bedroom
Opportunity is knocking Your first home for the ,
University. KOP
$40,000. Call Ken Shores Estates, 753Seats, 40H P Johnson
answer asking. 3 bedrooms, 1
Home. Central air and apartments for rent.
at your door
REALTY 753
PERUD
heat. Take over Call 753-3530 The
before it is too late if baths, Excellent condi motor, trailer, $1000. K.
7531 or 753-0101.
1222.
payments. Call 753 6084 Embassy Apts.
you need a 5 bedroom tion. Priced at only B. Small, Nunn Blvd.
or 753 9648.
home in a price range $29,500. KOPPE R UD Rt. 6 Cadiz, Ky.
One and 2 bedroom
521 3906.
YOU CAN af
REALTY 753 1222.
8x28
trailer
sell
Must
apartments near downStrout.
de
room
ford...living
after
753-0738
furnished.
town Murray. 753 4109
signed for enjoyable 47. Motorcycles
Realty
6p.m.
or 436-2841.
family living, two "kid
furnished
One bedroom
proof" bathrooms, 1913 Honda XL 250. Best
6744.
apartment 1 block from
Office Coast te Coed
garage with room for offer. Call 753
campus. Water furMilan fres Everywhere
mower, bikes and tne 1976 Yamaha X5360.
nished. Call 753-1203.
Service Sine 1900
fa. mily car, Engine and frame good
1112 Ceffiester Reid
too....located just a condition. Also helmet
Two bedroom un
healthy walk away from and shield. Glass show
furnished apartment S
Murray, leabicky 42071
shopping center on a cul case 6f1.19. xl8in. 759
"&th near hospital. 2
(502)753-0186
de sac....priced mid 4620.
bedroom partially fur
A.
We re
forties
nished apartment and 1
1978 Kawasaki 650. 2000
Jolt. KENNON
commend quick action. miles, excellent condi
* bedroom furnished
Seeker
753 1492 at Century 21 tion. 753 7475.
apartment near downlir.eand A leaded
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
town. Adults only, lease
1979 Honda 400. Excel
and deposit required.
lent condition, 3100
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
miles $975. Call 753-1913
Two bedroom duplex
after 5p.m.
•$155: 3 bedroom 'farm
1980 Suzuki 850. Drive
house 5100. 3 miles from
shaft, fully dressed,
town. Garden available.
AM FM stereo and ad
Call 753 8848 before
iustable batkrest. 5100
1973 GMC Astro 95 Semi with sleeper, Seria
9p.m.
miles like new. 753-2708
#TVH92SB602879. This truck is road ready, and was us • •
Two nice apartments.
after 5p.m.
1 2 bedroom and 1 1
For sale 1972 Honda
every day.
bedroom furnished. Air
Motorcycle. 500 4
conditioned, near the
cylinder, good shape.
lake 10 miles south on
1978 chevrolet C65 Dual Tandem Dump
$650. Call 753-6276 or
121. Couples or singles
1535612.
only. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. 436
1971 Case Backhoe, Series #580, Serial #8661403 Industrial
48. Auto Services
5401.
model
ever 50 rebuilt automatic transmissions in
33. Roomsfor Rent
Fontaine Spreader Bed, Model LF.062W2,Serial #3481-F
20 day un
stock
Furnished rooms for
conditional warranty.
MSU
rent 1 block from
Reynolds -Trans
1977 Ford, 4-wheel drive, truck, Serial 91F26SNX82394
Kitchen, tivin9 room,
missions Hwy 69 North
Model F260
laundry. Boys only*
Paris, Tn. 901 647 2572.
Lodi*: & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
759 4538.
Used. Volkswagon parts,
• loots $1.00 pr.
tune up, break jobs,
Cash only - As is where is - This sale will be held rain or
34. Houses for Rent
hie
commor
14.•••
St.
cam«,
225 L.P. Miler
rebuilt motors at
shine on the -Peoples Bank parking lot, 505 W. Main,St.
Furnished house' for
Diranci'S Place 435 4277 e
college girls near .Un
Murray,Ky.
Specializing Ia Seger,Citizens
:•
,
' O.
iversity for summer or
Used Cars
19.
$1.00
Cats
Nair
fall semester. 753 4974.
1976 Buick Station Wa
Items in this sale may be inspected Thursday, Friday an.
Shampoo, Shave Dad Haircut $2.75 lion.
Home for sale by oWner
new
Bought
New extra nice 4 bed
Saturday atsale site.
locally, 28,000 Miles,
room hoilse. Must see to
at
Mac
Call
nice.
extrh
Sat.
Fri.,
Then.,
Wed.,
Open Nears Men., Toes.,
- fuTtif,_aDpreciate. Will
753 1474 before 5p m.
reasonable
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accept an
$3275.
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52. Boats-Aiotors

ATTRACTIVE ECONOMICAL
REASONABLE

753-7794

•-•-•

wanting a home
near the lake that
you can afford?
Here it is! House
and 1 acre near
Wildcat just off
Pottertown Road.
Lots of trees, well
and outbuilding.
Call 753-4000 or
489-2266.

49. Used Cars
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p.
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Have you been

43. Real Estate

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

One half already paid
balance die or monthly payments.

4.44-4•-•1"

43. Real Estate

34. Housesfor Refit

I. Situation Wanted
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HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Family Passes- $60.00
Single Passes- $30.00
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IRS uses tough tactics when taxes are unpaid

OBITUARIES
Willoughby
Mrs. Hutson's Murrayan's
dies Monday
rites planned father dies
Otis Willoughby, 79, Rt.
home
on Wednesday atThehis
funeral for Julian 5, died Monday at 6:40
Services for Mrs.
Lillian Hutson, widow of
Hassell Hutson, will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate.
Music will be by the
shoir of Grace Baptist
Church with Leland
Peeler as director and
Dwane Jones as organist.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery in Henry County,Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Hutson, 84, died
Monday at 5:20 a.m. at
Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospftal.

Billy Martin
dies Sunday

S

Services for Billy Martin were today at 2 p.m. at
Cave Springs General
Baptist Church, Marion.
The Rev. Robert Phillips
officiated.
Burial was in White
Oak Cemetery with arrangements by HuntGilbert Funeral Home,
Marion.
mi:lnrtin,53, Marion,
died Sunday at 10:15 a.m.
at St. Mary's Hospital,
Evansville,Ind.
Survivors include a
son, Danny Martin,
Marion; his mother, Mrs.
Alta Lucille Martin, Providence; two sisters,
Mrs. Barbara DeWitt,
Murray, and Mrs. Doris
Rich, Providence; a
brother, Darrell Martin,
Kuttawa; two grandchildren.

Few rooms
•
remain open
before Derby
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The Louisville
Convention and Visitors
Bureau says that as of
Monday morning, five
days before the Kentucky
Derby, only 90 of 10,000
rooms in Louisville were
available.
"And they probably
won't last very long," added Elaine Smith, who
keeps count for the
bureau. The situation
across the Ohio River in
southern Indiana was
reportedly about the
same.

Hog market

M. Ellington was tOday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Larry Nichols
and the Rev. Warren
Phillips officiated.
Burial was in the Provine Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr. Ellington, 89, Rt. 3,
Calvert City, died Sunday
at 11:20 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired farmer
and a veteran of World
War!.
He is survived by his
wife, Lillian Owen Ellington; seven daughters,
Mrs. Jean Bland, Murray, Mrs. Sue Stahl and
Mrs. Joyce Pritchard,
Calvert City, Mrs.
Ivadene Hoffman and
Mrs. Mary Jo Schuh,
Dayton, Ohio, Mrs. Marjorie Smith, St.
Petersburg, Fla., and
Mrs. Mamie Ruth Yarbrough, Paducah; two
sons, Harold (Sonny) Ellington, Benton, and
William Murrell Ellington, Calvert City.
Also surviving are a
,sister, Mrs. Lena Belle
Metcalfe, Benton; a
brother, Cletus Ellington,
Symsonia; 17. grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

Edwards'
rites planned
in Benton

Stock market
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S Tobacco
Wendy's.
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For 011 your Travel Reservations Coll

payer.
His Commissioner
Roscoe L. Egger Jr. and
other officials of the taxcollection agency said
their use of a big, heavily
armed force in Snyder's
case was justified by past
implied threats and by
the menacing actions of
Snyder's neighbors during earlier IRS visits to
the home.
As for the story told by
Greenfield, Egger said,
"There is no real indication the abuses he refer-

red to took place." He
promised to give the subcommittee, headed by
Rep. Charles Rangel, DN.Y., a full written report
on the Greenfield case.
Egger said IRS seized
Greenfield's property only after obtaining
evidence he planned to
leave the country.
The stories were two of
several that were outlined as the subcommittee
investigated complaints
of abuse of IRS authority.
Reps. Don Young, R-

Alaska, and George
Hansen, R-Idaho, who for
some time have been
compiling citizen complaints against the taxcollection agency, contended such abuses have
become commonplace.
Hansen, citing allegations of jury manipulation and illegal
eavesdropping by 111$
agents,said abuses are so
widesprad "they seem to
be not only condoned but
sanctioned by IRS officials."

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)
— Bankruptcy proceedings have halted today's scheduled
foreclosure sale of the
Lorraine Motel, where
Martin Luther King Jr.
was slain in 1968.
Meanwhile, there's talk
today of a potential buyer
for the motel. Several
sources, none of whom
wanted to be identified,
confirmed Monday night
that an unidentified
group has put up earnest
money for the purchase
of the Lorraine. No one
would reveal, however,
who's trying to buy the
motel or how much is being offered.
The Lorraine was to be
auctioned at noon today
on the steps of the Shelby
County courthouse to

satisfy a $140,000 debt.
But U.S. Bankruptcy
Court Judge William Leffler halted the sale after
the motel's owner, Walter
Bailey, filed for
bankruptcy Monday.
Bailey listed debts of
$178,795, including an Internal Revenue Service
lien on his motel for
$12,897.
Memphis businessman
Harry Sauer had brought
the foreclosure pro-

ceedings, saying Bailey
had defaulted on a 20year-old construction
loan.
Sauer said Monday
night he was aware of
rumors of a potential
buyer for the motel, but
he said he was not involved in the negotiations.
The 52-room motel,
named after Bailey's late
wife, opened 75 years ago
as the Lorraine Hotel. A
small flat was added

several years later and a
modern motel addition —
which Sauer said he
financed — was built in
the mid-1960s.
King was shot and killed April 4, 1968 as he
stood on a second floor
balcony at the motel. The
civil rights leader was in
Memphis to lead striking
sanitation workers.
Bailey used his own
funds to convert tee room
where King was staying

into a shrine and charged
a small admission fee.
The enterprise never
generated much income
and Bailey,citing his age
and mounting debts, talked of closing or selling the
motel in recent years.
There were several
private and government
efforts to buy the motel
and convert it into a
memorial for King, but
they all failed.

Salvadoran Christian Democrats return to assembly
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador (AP) — The
Christian Democrats
returned to the rightistdominated Constituent
Assembly after boycotting the formal opening
and claimed they have
enough votes to elect a

moderate to head the new
provisional government.
The assembly met late
into the night Monday,
debating internal
organization matters. It
is not expected to name a
provisonal president for
several days at least.

Christian Democratic
leader Julio Adolfo Rey
Prendes said Monday he
believed banker Alvaro
Magana, a political independent and one of

military, has enough
votes to win the presidency. But with the rightists
in control of the

assembly, his election
could touch off a power
three candidates struggle that might tempt
nominated by the the army to intervene.
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RICK SPRINGFIELD
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SUCCESS HASN'T SPOILED ME YET
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WINDOWS
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seized the home and
cabinet shop of Dwight
Snyder. Since then, says
Snyder, his wife has spent
time in a mental hospital
and his 5-year-old
daughter has hud trouble
sleeping.
In each case, outlined
Monday before a House
Ways and Means subcommittee, the IRS was intent on seizing property
to satisfy unpaid taxes.
And in each case, the IRS
offered a different story
than was told by the tax-

Bankruptcy proceedings halt motel auction

WAL7MART

Services for Richard
Edwards will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. O.D.
McKendree will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Walnut G rove Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mr. Edwards, 76, Rt. 8,
Benton, died Monday at 2
a.m. at his home. He was
a member of Walnut
Grove Church of Christ.
Survivors include - his
wife, Ella Mae Edwards;
three sons, Robert M. Edwards, Hardin, and
Ralph and Russell Edwards, Benton; a
brother, Noah (Bill) Edwards, Benton; 10 grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

Industrial Average

p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was a
retired farmer and a
member of New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 2, 1902, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Henry
Willoughby and Lena
Turner Willoughby.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Huldah Kline
Willoughby, to whom he
was married on Sept. 1,
1923; a daughter, Mrs.
Clyde (Audrey) Roberts,
a grandson, Danny
Roberts, and a greatgranddaughter, Danette
Roberts, Murray.
Also surviving are a
sister, Mrs. T.G.
(Lavelle) Curd, New Concord; two brothers,
Aubrey Willoughby, Murray, and Curtis
Willoughby, Rt. 5.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
-Funeral Home. The Rev.
George White will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today(Tuesday).

WASHINGTON(AP)—
As Stuart Greenfield of
Miami tells it, he and his
family were setting out
for a Memorial Day
weekend on the water
when armed Internal
Revenue Service agents
stormed his boat and held
the Greenfields captive
for six hours.
Ten years later, in a
quiet Amish community
in Oakland, Md., an IRSled force of 29 men, armed with shotguns and
semiautomatic rifles,
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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1979 Chevroist 2Tell
With Groin Bed- 5,700 Miles $14,200.00
•

WAIN TAYLOR CHE,YRQCE
641S.
Murray

641N. Monday-Saturday 9-9
Sunday 12-6
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